300 Attend MomentA

Conference

By Susan Bachner
About 300 women attended "Women
in Action: How to Survive the '80's," a
first of its kind conference sponsored by
the Suffolk County Human Rights Commission and the university and held in
the Stony Brook Union Saturday.
The Women's Equal Rights Congress
Committee, which planned the conference, was established in 1980 as a committee of the Suffolk County Human
Rights Commission. It's goal is to promote equal oppportunity for women in
employment, education, finance and
both civil and legal rights.
The keynote speaker, who addressed
the conference at its outset in the Union
Auditorium, was Karen Burstein, executive director of the New York State
Consumer Protection Board. Burstein
spoke with wit and energy of the origin
of the women's rights movement and its
growth.
She said that the greatest stride made
lately in women's rights is the recognition of how pervasive and subtle sexual
discrimination is. Burstein went on to
Statesman photos/,Howard Breuer
elaborate that sometimes, even equal
Part of th conf
k incuded the selling of items for and about women. Books, T-shirts, literature wEre available in the Stony Brook
pay for equal work does not bring equal- Union Fireside Lounge.
ity. when women are excluded from the
types of work which are assigned
Later, when asked if she thought Rea- Cabinet, including the. Attorney Gen- the presentation of the "Work Woman of
greater respect and pay.
ganomics was aimed directly at minori- eral, belong to elubs which do not allow the Year Award" to Suzanne Witzenburg, who helped organize the confer-rstein said that women have to give
ties and women, or just benignly -women members.
Burstein also said "Sandra Day ence, the crowd dispersed to attend
up the illusion that they will be taken neglectful of them, Burstein replied, "I
care of. She said that people like Phyllis .don't think what they are doing is O'Conner was offered as a token" to Action Labs and class-like workshops on
Schafly, an opponent of the Equal benign. They [the Administration] are appease women alarmed at Reagan's a variety of topics. Information
conservatism. "Reagan lives in a world exchange and networking were scheRights Amendment, who have made a sexist and racist in practice." She cited
career stepping "on the back of the segregated schools receiving tax cred- where minorities don's exist," she said. duled for the last hour of the conference.
Action Lab topics included PsychoWhen asked if she saw abortion rights
women's movement," play on women's its, and the Family Protection Act, as
fear of taking charge of what they want examples. She also pointed out that two as being in imminent danger from the logical Counseling, Consumer Comto do in life.
or three members of the President's New Right, she said that they could be if plaints and Legal Advice. Professionals
those in favor of a women's right to were available to answer questions in a
one-on-one format. The workshops were
choose, "are not vigilant."
Although Burstein said she is not a conducted in many subjects including
"one issue person" she said she. among "Re-entering the Job Market," "Getting
others, could be persuaded to back a into Print," "Family Break-up," "Assercandidate on the basis of their stance on tiveness," "Sexual Harrassment." and
abortion. She sees this as the uppermost "Media Career" and wesre headed by
womens issue of the next few years, women, successful in these professions.
Gladys Gentile, an attorney who spebecause, she said, it is so fundamental to
cializes in sexual discrimination suits.
women's control over their lives.
When asked if she thought a woman conducted a workshop on the subject,
graduating from college today had the along with Adrienne Mirro, another
same career opportunities as a graduat- attorney.
Gentile, who usually handles Federal
ing man she replied, "No. But she has
better opportunities than women did 10 lawsuits said, "This is a dynamic conference because there are alot of women
or 15 years ago."
As advice to women getting out of col- here who have made it in their chosen
lege now, Burstein offered this. "Train field and are sharing information."Genyourself to do a variety of things. tile feels that the gains made in women's
rights in the '70s may be diminished or
Become computer literate. Understand
lost because women have not been as
that you may have five or six different
careers and don't be afraid to take risks. aware lately. "Womens problems have
Never be scared to ask questions. not gone away." she said. "Some of them
Understand that you don't have to be have been exacerbated. There have been
Karen Burtin, executive divctor of the Now York Stot Consumer Protection Board, was
drop backs. People feel the heat of the
perfect."
the keynote speaker at Soturdy's confeee.
After the introductory speeches and fight is over."
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A Machine Talks Back, The
Transplantation Center Gives Back Life,
New Drug Compounds Offer Cures, and Mbore
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14 Are Killed in Airplane Mishap
Taft, Calif. (AP)-An airplane carrying skydivers crashed after takeoff
and "burst into flames like a bomb" near
this central California town yesterday,
killing all 14 people aboard.
"It got 150 feet in the air and stalled
out," said Art Armstrong, owner of the
Raft School of Sport Parachuting from
where the plane took off before crashing
into a skydiver landing area. "It veered
off, landed on its left wing tip, and burst
into flames like a bomb."
Don Llorente, of the National Transportation Safety Board, said yesterday
investigators will check the possibility
that the privately owned, twin-engine
Beechcraft was overloaded or improperly balanced.
"It's going to be one of the first things
we are looking at," he said. "At any

respect, it was close to its weight and
balance limit."
The plane crashed in a desert area
about eight miles southeast of Taft and
130 miles northeast of Los Angeles.
Armstrong identified the victims only
as the pilot, an observer, a jump instructor, a student jumper and 10 experienced skydivers who had planned to
leap from the plane when it reached
12,500 feet.
The instructor and the observer were
women, Armstrong said.
The pilot, a Los Angeles man, owned
the plane and operated out of Van Nuys
Airport in the San Fernando Valley
north of Los Angeles, Armstrong said.
"This is the first time anything of this
magnitude has occurred," he added. The

school has operated for 22 years at a
former military air facility.
'I was advised there were 14 people
aboard. Then I was advised there were
no survivors," said Kern County Sheriffs Lt. Monroe Sandlin.
Sheriffs Lt. John Howard said coroner's investigators had requested emergency lights as they prepared to work
into the night identifying and removing
the bodies. Officials said positive identification of the charred remains was not
expected until today.
Llorente said the. Beechcraft C-45H
was a Korean War-vintage military
plane that had been modified to be used
by skydivers.
The plane's engines can safely take
9,300 pounds aloft, Llorente said,
adding that investigators will try to

determine how much the Beecheraft, its
fuel, passengers and parachutes
weighed.
A passing motorist reported the crash
about 12:30 PM, Sandlin said, and the
sheriffs station received reports of
flames visible in the sky.
The crash occurred in an open, level
field popular with skydivers for many
years. The area is 36 miles southwest of
Bakersfield and supports some agriculture and extensive oil drilling.
Last month, an Army helicopter carrying an international skydiving team
crashed in Mannheim, West Germany,
killing 46 people-eight American, 23
French, nine British and six West German. The team was participating in an
air show.

mews DIgesl;
-International Beirut, Lebanon-Lebanon state radio reported
yesterday that Israeli troops began withdrawing from
the central mountains so the Lebanese army could
enter and prevent further fighting between Christian
and Druse militiamen, but the Israeli command
denied the report.
In Moslem west Beirut, the army suspended its slum
clearing operation near the international airport after
several days of violent clashes with Shiite Moslem
refugees in which four people were killed.
The radio said the withdrawal of Israeli forces was
expected to be completed late yesterday and the Lebanese army units would move in soon afterwards. However, there was no confirmation of the report. All that
was known was Israeli troops were moving in the
Shouf Mountain area; but they could have been taking
up new positions, giving the appearance of
withdrawing.
**
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terrorist group ETA is fighting for Basque autnonomy
from the central government.
Police also reported eight bombings across Spain
early yesterday. One person was reported slightly
injured. Athorities did not say whether the bombings
were related or who claimed responsibility.
. Two blasts wrecked power transformers near San
Sebastian; one blast destroyed the entrance to Socialist
Workers Party offices in Logrono; another bomb
exploded outside the national Social Security Institute
in Barcelona. The four other bomb explosions were all
-againstbank offices, two in Valencia and one in Gijon
and Oviedo.
*t * »

Tel Aviv, Israel-The Foreign Ministry said yesterday that Israel is gratified by U.S. support in opposing Israeli expulsion from the U.N. General Assembly
and technical conferences of the world body.
"Israel is very appreciative and very pleased with
the American approach to the problem," a ministry
spokesman told The Associated Press. Any formal

Tokyo-More than 10,000 Mandarin-orange growers rallied in the city of Matsuyama yesterday, warning the government not to liberalize import quotas on
American oranges and other agricultural products.
The growers said lifting quotas would destroy their
agricultural industry. Japanese and U.S. negotiators
are to meet in Hawaii Wednesday to discuss liberalization of farm trade restrictions.
The United States is pressing Japan to remove all
import restrictions on farm and fishery products to
help ease U.S.-Japan trade friction. Earlier, Japan
pledged it would gradually ease quotas and reduce
tariffs on various agricultural products, but not all.
U.S. orange imports are limited to 78,000 tons this
year. For 1983. the government has set a limit of 82,000
tons.
*
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Hong Kong-The final contingent from the Oct. 7
airlift of Vietnamese children fathered by U.S. servicemen arrived here yesterday en route to the United
States.
Officials said the groupof about 30 Amerasian children and Vietnamese relatives were to arrive today in
Seattle. Volunteer agencies coordinating the exit program did not give an exact number of children and
relatives.
Twenty-four children and 22 of their Veitnamese
relatives left Ho Chi Minh City. formerly Saigon, on
Oct 7. Twenty children and relatives left previously.
Vietnam, attempting to improve relations with
Washington, recently said that all the Vietnam Warj! era children of American fathers can go to the United
91
\ States. Some of the children are being reunited with
5 their fathers while others and their relatives are stay(A
b ing with sponsors arranged through volunteer
5 agencies.

I

Vitoria, Spain-Security forces looking for Basque
terrorists fired on a car that failed to stop at a checkpoint near Vitoria. killing both occupants of the vehicle. police said yesterday.
A man was seriously wounded in a similar incident
at Lasarte near San Sebastian. police said. Both shootings happened Saturday in northern Spain, where the

Moscow-President Reagan wants to expand grain
exports to help overcome a grave U.S. farm crisis, the
official Soviet news agency Tass said in a commentary
that made no mention of Reagan's offer to sell the
Soviets more grain.
Reagan, in a speech Friday, offered to guarantee the
Soviet government up to 23 million tons of U.S. grain
this fiscal year if the Kremlin signs contracts by Nov.
30 to take deliveries within 180 days.
Reagan said he wanted to restore the U.S. reputation
as a reliable supplier" and regain a bigger share of the
world markets following the Carter administrations's
embargo on grain sales to the Soviet Union after Soviet
-troopsentered Afghanistan in 1979.
Large Soviet purchases under the offer would also
prop up the price of U.S. grain at a time when farmers
are feeling a severe economic pinch, U.S. officials said.

San Salvador, El Salvador - Leftist guerrillas
controlled five remote towns yesterday and took a
break in their biggest and best-coordinated offensive
in six months after a week of bloody fighting.
Despite the lull in battling the U.S.-backed government, the rebels' clandestine Radio Venceremos said
army troops were advancing to the north and warned
residents of small towns throughout northeastern
Morazan province that heavy fighting would resume
soon.
The government, which confirmed the calm, has
closed the area to journalists and first-hand reports
were unavailable.
A flurry of guerrilla attacks in and around the capital tapered off although three powerful bomb blasts
shook the city of 800,000 late Saturday as guerrillas
sabotaged commercial and telephone installations for
the fourth consecutive night.
Guerrillas attacked a government telephone office
in San Juan Opico, 25 miles northwest of the capital,
but were driven off yesterday morning by army troops.
There were no reports of casualties.
*;
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Secretary of State George Schutz -id Saturday that
Washington would withdraw delegations and hold payments to the General Asaembly and the International Telecommunications Conference in Narob, if those groups
voted to expel lar".

Israeli statements on the subject would be made by
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir. currently in the
United States, he added.
Secretary of State George Shultz said Saturday that
Washington would withdraw delegations and withhold payments to the General Assembly and the International Telecommunications Conference in Nairobi if
those groups voted to expel Israel.
In Nairobi. the balloting on the Algerian-sponsored
resolution to expel Israel from the communications
conference was sheeduled for today. Chief U.S. delegate Michael Gardner-said he has sent copies of
Shultz's statement to the heads of all delegations.
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New York - Four Coast Guard divers waited
aboard a Navy warship yesterday, hoping stormy
Atlantic seas would subside and allow them to enter a
partially submerged Colombian Air Force plane to
search for survivors.
Only the tail section of the plane, which ditched in
the Atlantic on Saturday with 13 people aboard, was
above the water, according to Coast Guard spokesman
G reg Creedon. 'We're operating under the assumption
that there are people there," he said.
E ight crewmen were rescued shortly after the plane
apparently suffered navigational problems, ran out of
fuel and went down, the Coast Guard said. Four crewmen were believed to be inside the plane and a fifth
apparently was washed overboard while trying to
cling to the wing.
The divers, from the Coast Guard's Atlantic Strike
Team at Elizabeth City, N.C., coukdnotenter the plane
Sunday ecaus of 10-foot wea, and no improvennt
was forecast The craftcold sink at any time beause
wit's not designed to flomt. the
e
said.
** *
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Budget Funds Still Being Held Up

*

By John Burkhardt
Stony Brook's budget woes are not over yet.
Almost six months after university officials were
told that Stony Brook would receive $1.2 million this
year because energy conservation here had saved that
much, they are still waiting. In addition, Stony Brook
and the state Division of Budget (DOB) have yet to
reach an agreement on a budget for supplies and
expenses for University Hospital though the fiscal
year is nearly half over. And, the hiring freeze imposed
on SUNY in February remains in place.
Much of the $1.2 million the university was to
receive is earmarked for energy conservation projects.
Although Stony Brook's use of oil and electricity has
declined over the last three years, University President John Marburger has made further conservation a
campus-wide priority. According to Budget Director
Larry Noonan, DOB is holding up the funds in order to
be sure Stony Brook will actually be able to use it to
further conservation efforts. DOB wants to be sure
"that the savings do notjust result from price fluctuations," he added.
Other still-unresolved issues in this year's budget,
according to both Noonan and vice-president for
Administration Carl Hanes, are the amount of money

University Hospital will need for supplies and
expenses, how to pay the salaries for 45 resident
interns at the hospital that were hired July 1 and
authorization to begin recruiting 13 people to fill positions in the medical school's clinical faculty.
The residents were hired July 1, but never authorized by DOB, Hanes said. They are considered temporary personnel by the state because they only work
at Stony Brook for about four years. Noonan said Stony
Brook was not asking for state money to pay the residents, but for permission to transfer funds from general salary accounts into the temporary employees
account. The 13 faculty positions in the medical school
are not filled now, but Hanes and Noonan both said
Stony Brook needs to know now whether they can be
filled next year because it takes time to recruit people.
Stony Brook and DOB have long been in disagreement about how much the hospital needs for supplies
and expenses this year. The original plan for expansion of the hospital called for it to open more services
this year than it actually will. Since the hospital's
expansion was delayed, DOB cut the budget for supplies and expenses, but according to Hanes, DOB and
Stony Brook are $1.6 million apart in their estimates.

Though the total budget for supplies and expenses at
the hospital is about $50 million, Hanes said, and a $1.6
million deficit would be difficult to handle.
Hanes had been saying for months that he expected
DOB and Stony Brook to work out their differences
over this year's budget shortly, but that he could never
be sure when. "I still believe it soluble in a short time,"
he said Saturday, 'whether it will be or not I can't
pred ict."
Noonan said he expected to see a lot of issues clear up
in December.
Hanes said one reason DOB was slow to release
funds for Stony Brook this year is the state's growing
budget deficit. Governor Hugh Carey complained bitterly this summer about the state legislature's budget
which he said spent several hundred million dollars
more than the state could afford. Recent estimates
have put the state's deficit as high as$.5 billion, and
according to Hanes, DOB is reluctant to give Stony
Brook funds that are earmarked for the university
because of the state's financial problems. "It's to their
advantage for us not to spend it," he said. "If they can
slow us down and therefore save some money that
makes things a little easier for them."

-
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GovernorCareyWants
Alcohol Study Center

Created in SUNY
New York (AP)-Gov. Hugh Carey suggested
Thursday that the state consider establishing acenter for alcohol studies in the stateuniversity system.
Such a center, Carey said, would provide for continuing professional education in the field of alcoholism and "break new ground" in the problems and
treatment of the disease.
-|

The governor
also said the
state might conswer-

rev. nugn uarey

suggested nata
th* stf
consider establishing
centw for alcohol studies in the

SUNY symen.

proviumg{

grants to medical schools "to
stimulate more
effective professional education
in alcoholism,
where little is
now done."
Carey made
his remarks at
the state's first
conference on
the children of
alcoholics, which
grew out of a
study by Joseph
Califano, former
secretary of
health, education and welfare,
and now Carey's
special counselor
for alcoholism
and drug abuse,
and Migs Woodside.
Woodside, executive consultat
n to Cary
re for
t e
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Stage XVI was home to the vice-president for Campus Operations family for six months.

VPFrancis
Ieatves

A bout Six Months Too Early
By Lisa Roman
The best part of Roxanne Francis' move off
campus was that she got her dog back. She and her
husband, Robert, vice-president for Campus Operations moved from the Stage XVI Apartment Complex on August 2, after buying a house in East
Setauket.

y

h conference,

will become the

head of a new
Children of Alcoholics Foundation. Evangeline GouletawCarey,
chairman of
the governor's wife, is honorary
the conference.
"As I near the end of eight years as governor,"
Carey said, "I remember the pledge I made that we
would not take money from the needy, the vulnerable or the disabled for whom we in this state have a
moral commitment-even as we went about the
business of making the economy of New York state
healthier. I kept that commitment." He said, "By
doing something for children who are four times the
risk of becoming alcoholics in their adulthood, and
ironically, seemingly more at risk to marry alcoholics, we can prevent the more costly use of future
health care, diminishing the km of productivity
and deeasing the loss of lives in accidents."
Mmrs Carey said the goal of the conference is to
"bring public focus on this terrible problem."

Stage XVI

L
-

Francis, his wife, and their two children originally moved into Building C of Stage XVI to "experience the quality of life from a student's point of
view." In March, he had said that he would stay for
'all four seasons," which would mean that he left a
half a year too soon. Francis said that they "would
have lived there forever if we could have, but that
they needed a house to give their two children more
space and stability. In regard to the six months
they spent there, Francis had nothing but praise.
"It was fantastic. We loved it. The design was beautiful and it's a nice setting."
While living there, Francis said he recognized
many of the problems that students face. "We
moved in before the April snowstorm, so we went
through a real cold period," he said. He said he has
demonstrated his concern for students by accomplishing a number of renovations that will make the
residents more comfortable. This includes replacing the key fittings in the hot water heating
system of each building. The water flow was
badly restricted," he said. 'We're in the process of
installing larger water pumps right now."
Francis said that he has taken care of the

drainage system, which caused flooding during
rainstorms, by installing welis. The parking
problem has been alleviated by the construction of
additional lots next to the A, B and C buildings. In
the past, Francis said. many residents complained
of cold rooms due to the "Penetrating winds."
Francis said that he too has experienced the
problem which is caused by the shrinking of green
lumber boards that were used to side the buildings.
"We have written to the Dormitory Authority and
have requested funds to re-side the buildings," he
said.
As for that all-time enemy of every campus resident, roaches. Francis called himself "lucky. The
apartment hadn't been recently occupied when we
moved in, so we didn't have any roaches." He said
they managed to avoid attracting any of the
dreaded creatures by using what most would call
common sense. "We kept it clean and followed the
'Instructions of the exterminators." he said, *altfiough you have to rely on your neighbors to be
clean, also."
His wife, Roxanne, said that she enjoyed jogging
on the campus trails and meeting people from different countries. Their children benefited. too.
"There were a lot of kids to play with and most of
them didn't speak English." she said. Besides all
the friends they made, Francis said that living on
campus has also helped them to grow. "We would
collect bags of garbage on Sundays," she said. "It
was sort of an adventure and it taught our children
not to litter."
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New York-Lebanese President Amin
Gemayel arrived yesterday to ask the U.N.
Security Council and President Reagan for help
on stabilizing and rebuilding his war-torn
country.
Gemayel, elected four weeks ago after the
assassination of his brother, told reporters at
Kennedy Airport he had come "to carry to the
international community and the American people the hopes and aspirations of the people of
Lebanon after nearly a decade of suffering."
Gemayel will address the United Nations General Assembly today. Alfred Mady, Gemayel's
special adviser, said at the airport that the president would ask the Security Council for a threemonth extension in the stay of a U.N.
peacekeeping force in southern Lebanon.
On Tuesday, Gemayel heads to Washington for
talks with President Reagan, Secretary of State
George Shultz and Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger.
Lebanon, which suffered a civil war in 1975-76
and the Israeli invasion last summer, is seeking
aid to rebuild. Housing Minister Bahaeddin Bsat
and the chairman of the Council for Development and Reconstruction, Mohammed Atallah,
are accompanying Gemayel.
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lier support for that program yesterday by GOP
candidate Florence Sullivan in a televised
debate.
Moynihan, 55, the Democratic and Liberal
Party candidate for a second term, said President Reagan's tax and budget cuts have unfairly
hurt the poor and reduced inflation only at the
cost of a depression.
"It seems to me a program that begins by cutting income taxes for the wealthy and ends by
cutting food stamps for the poor is not fair,"
Moynihan said. Moynihan sidestepped a question on whether the third year of the Reagan tax
cut-which takes effect next July-should be
delayed to reduce the budget deficit. Moynihan
voted for that tax cut.
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Rochester, N.Y.-The Ginna nuclear power
plant probably won't be back in production until
the early part of the week, because repairs are
consuming more time than expected, a Rochester Gas & Electric Co. (RG&E) spokesman said.
RG&E spokesman Judy Houston said yesterday one of two pressure valves found leaking
Thursday as temperatures and pressures were
building for a re-start, is still undergoing repair.
"It's nothing major, just time-consuming," she
said.
The plant was shut down Sept. 25 for routine
maintenance. Power production was to resume
the weekend of Oct. 9-10, but technicians discovered leaks in a boric acid line and in the primary cooling system during startup attempts.
Repairs on the boric acid line were completed
Wednesday.
RG&E owns Ginna, which is on the shore of
Lake Ontario, 16 miles northeast of Rochester.
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New York
The New York Blood Center,
which supplies 260 hospitals, is running out of
type-O blood, the universal type, an offical said
yesterday.
"We're only sending out 0-negative for
extreme emergencies," said Greg MacGregor,
director of public relations. The center also is
giving hospitals only part of the O-positive blood
they order, he said.
About 45 percent of the population has type-0
blood. The New York Blood center supplies hospitals that serve about 18 million people in the
metropolitan area, northern New Jersey, Long
Island and the Lower Hudson Valley.
"We've had about six hospitals complaining
rather seriously and I expect we'll have more,"
said MacGregor. "We tried 15 other regional centers in other parts of the country, but they're all
pretty bad off too."

Silver Bay, N.Y. - Former Canadian Environment Minister John Fraser said yesterday
that his nation has "enemies" in the United
States seeking to sabotage joint action against
acid rain.

There is little time left if reamining lakes and
-riversin eastern North America are to be saved,
Fraser said in remarks for a National Association for Environmental Education meeting in
this Lake George community.
"It is the worst environmental hazard to ever
face my country," Fraser said.
"In Canada there is a growing fear that on this
issue there is very little political determination
in the United States to do anything. In fact, there
may be something worse-political determination to do nothing."

Brookville, N.Y. -Sen. Daniel Moynihan,
campaigning against Republican tax and
budget policies, was confronted with his own ear-
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W'ariness from Student Protests

Changes Sought in Crowd Control Procedureii
By Howard Saltz
Training in handling crowds during
demonstrations, and getting clothing
and equipment to facilitate that task,
are being considered by the Department
of Public Safety in response to two
recent student demonstrations.
The changes-still in the planning
stage, according to Public Safety Director Gary Barnes-are designed to offer
safety for officers and demonstrators,
and allow officers to do their jobs better
during unruly demonstrations, according to Campus Operations VicePresident Robert Francis.
Included in the discussions are elbow
and knee pads, which Francis said
would allow officers "to keep closer
proximity without getting hurt;" earphones, so that officers could hear their

radios despite a high level of noise which
occurs at demonstrations; jumpsuits,
which Francis said would both allow
officers freedom of movement while not
intimidating the crowd, which uniforms
might; and more training. Barnes said
the training would simply be a refresher
of the eight-hour course in crowd control
that officers receive as part of their regular training for the job, although it
would "stress crowd psychology and
peacefully getting...crowds to disperse.
It stresses preparing the officers to
accept as much harrassment or abuse as
possible before he reacts and creates a
problem," Barnes said.
The discussion began last week in the
wake of two student life demonstrations
in the Administration Building. The
second, on Oct. 4, drew about 250 people,

A _in.;
Students sit in the Administratinn Roilefinn en DonA.:

a;

_:__

many of whom shouted and banged on
the walls of Francis' office, putting two
holes and a crack in the wall. At ole
point, the crowd came close to rushing
Francis' door, which was being guarded
by four Public Safety officers. Francis
said he was satisfied with Public Safety's performance during the Oct. 4 demonstration since "they kept them out of
my office." But, he said, "Maybe [they]
could have done a little better."
Out of Hand
"We're not really fighting against protests here-they're pretty mellow," said
iPublic Safety spokesman Doug Little.
"But...if they ever get out of hand...we'd
want to know how to handle it.
"The draft is going to be a big issue.
Budget cuts is going to be a big issue.
Living conditions is a big issue. We're

-ag--_

being realists about it," Little said.
"We're saying look, there could be a lot
of demonstrations'."
One of the Oct. 4 demonstration's
organizers, however, called the move a
"large unnecessary expense.
"I can't imagine us ever having a rally
that would get that out of hand," said
Ellen Brounstein chairman of the Polity Senate's Residence Life Advisory
Committee.
The idea was first discussed last week,
Francis said, as he and Barnes were evaluating the department's performance
during the demonstations. Barnes also
discussed the idea with a group of officers at a briefing last Wednesday
before a small protest against draft
registration outside the Administration
Buiding-at which he also mentioned
helmets, longer sticks, steel cups and
even tear gas and masks, according to
two Public Safety officers who attended
the briefing but requested anonymity.
Francis said, however, that "When
you start talking about that, you're not
talking about crowd control, you're talking about riots, and we don't have riots
here.
"It's all out of concern for the
safety of the people there, including the
officers," Francis said. "I want to stress
that this is crowd control. This is not riot
control. We're dealing with avoiding
injury...These are non-violent situations. but sometimes people get hurt in
non-violent situations."
Added Barnes: "If we had numerous
demonstrations that were unruly and
people started to become more sophisticated in their intent, and if it was endangering the safety of the comunity, then
at that point I think we would have to
consider those other items.
"That would be the last stage...I don't
" « --41-,^
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Teenage
Was A
Communist
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Where Stony Brook, like other institutions,
failed to reconcile or stave off these antagonistic motivations, sharp clashes occurred.
They took many forms, from mass student
riots following drug busts in 1968 and 1969
(which first put Stony Brook in the national
news), in which police cars were burned and
-security's headquarters stoned, to creative
protests against Department of Defense research and recruitment, curriculum
changes, the founding of dayeare centers, the
expansion of programs for minorities and the
poor, food co-ops, and experimental programs. Regardless of the specific battle,
every single change came as a result of intense struggles with the powers that be; and
every single program, won at incredible
expense-beatings,
academic suspensions r
and expulsions, arrests, years in jail, Excerpts from I
fines, belittlement, Was A Teenage
and intimidation- Communist will
was axed by adminis- appear every
trators the moment Mond ay i n
student and faculty Statesman.
vigilance abated, and
Its author enthe movement took a tered Stony Brook
breather.
in 1965 and gradThere are still those uated nine tumulwho seek to turn back tous years later.
the clock on the many, He now lives in
as though tomorrow Brooklyn, but can
can and should be ren- still be seen fairly
dered a perverse re- regularly on the
flection of a much Stony Brook
"simpler" yesterday, campus.
when the corporate
_
purpose behind higher
education was never challenged, and when
students, workers, minorities, and women
knew their place. Some members of the current Stony Brook administration seem bent
on imposing their own version of Big
Brother, with its eyes and informers everywhere, in their mad dash towards 1984. For
every authoritarian administrator at Stony
Brook, there are hundreds of students and
progressive workers and faculty who will
resist. just as they do everywhere. Through
this dance new lives are born and old ways
are lost, as the powerless struggle constantly
to gain control over all that strives to keep
them in their place.
It is fitting that the very first student
struggles at Stony Brook were over student
control of their own institutions, dorms, sexuality, campus safety, government, and finances. It is no accident that these very same
concerns are at issue today, 25 years later.
What had been won by students and progressive faculty is today being threatened. What
remained un-won provides the power base
from which the administration launches today's attacks.a

-
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from the manuscript of Mitchel Cohen
The story of Stony Brook University, like that of any social institution, cannot be
separated from the conflict between the state's reasons for its development (as reflected in the Board of Trustees and in its local administration), and the often opposite interests of the people who pass through it-students, faculty, and other
workers. While it is true that many students have attended Stony Brook in order to
try to get well-paying jobs (particularly in engineering and physics), it is equally
true that, even within these same individuals, there burned a desire to learn for its
own sake, to explore the possibilities of the human mind and experiment with new
forms of human interaction in an environment- not hostile to such exploration.
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and reusing them. It saves money." For almost two years at Stony Brook University
I've been afraid to talk to girls, let alone
make love with anyone. I'd go to moods, Stony
Brook's terminology for dances, and I'd get
sick. I'd look at the meat market routines, the
girls dressed to cop a guy, the guys vulgar,
boorish, "Hey babe wanna dance, chuckle
chuckle." The Trojans I'd so carefully bought
before leaving for my freshman year are
hanging all around my room, blown up like
balloons.
I was the hall mascot, at 16 years old the
youngest one, the only one against the war.
Gullible as a national monument I had gone
to "college recruitment night" with my dad,
my heart set on going to Dartmouth-I think
mainly because I liked the smooth way the
name sounded, sort of like Vermouth, since I
knew nothing about any of the schools. And
there, on the third floor room 309 in Stuyvesant High School, Mr. Molloy of Stony
Brook Admissions talked about how young
Stony Brook was, how non-alienating, and
how, because of its youth, there were no rigid
traditions. "You each have a chance to leave
your mark on it," he said. Ten years later I
told this story to then University President
John Toll, and he almost spit up his punch.
So gullible! So young! My hallmates threatened to drag a naked girl into my room and
lock the door. Hysterical, panic-stricken, I
hid for hours. Besides, I told myself, it's
against the university's parietal rules. Girls
and boys were permitted in each others'
rooms only on Friday and Saturday nights
from 7 PM to 1 AM, and Sunday afternoons I
wasn't going to break any of the rules! Instead of going to class, I'd spend my time
moping around and writing poetry. The alternative was to play "hearts" all night in the
lounge with Mancini, who ran the 100 yard
dash in 9.8 seconds-the school record-and
his roommate Swami who, when he found I
was Jewish, came crashing through my
locked door, all 6'4" of him, splintering it to
shreads, ready to kill me, should he get me
out from under the bed where I was crying
hysterically, seared out of my mind. Fifteen
guys jumped on him and tied him up so he
couldn't move. Of course I, 5'Y9 and still
growing, and never having shaved in my life,
became a veritable shining knight about the
vanquish the entangled philistine, kicking
him and taunting him-until he broke
through the ropes.
Once again, my pro-Keds flew me from
sure-fire Hollywood death. Nothing in Leave
It To Beater prepared me for anti-emitism. I
tore across the campus, through the muddy
forest that would later become the Adminis-!
tration Building, through the woods that
never seemed to end, Swami in hot pursuit I
had an idea that if I made it to the railroad
L1965
station I would be safe; something about
trains has lasted all my life, has always proThe phone rings at 7 AM. I snap the lever tected me, inspired me and snatched me
on the back of the alarm clock. "Riiiiiing." 7 away at just the right moment. I hopped that
AM dammit! I hit the snooze button on the
Long Island Railroad, always the
poet's
top of the clock. "Riiiiiing."
burial ground, fleeing the goy schools Stony
Tony's voice wrestles with Lyndon JohnBrook, fleeing those pro-war Protestant goldson's drawling monotone. "Ah want ta see you fish swallowers, fleeing back into the proteckill those gooks, run'm down wherever they tive arms of Brooklyn (Oh, why didn't I go to
are." I'm running through the New York City
Brooklyn College and become a lawyer?),
sewer system. Lyndon Johnson in hot pursuit .with its parents, its own room, its full
(and behind him, a battery of television carefrigerator.
meras), swirling a sabre above his head.
Back in Beaver Cleaverville, Mom and
'Mitch. it's your mother,"Tony's saner
D~ad, after long talks and the promise of regvoice wins out. "C'mon Mitch, wake up, you ular weekly visits, drove ne
back to the Long
mother's on the phone."
Island Railroad, where I stared tearfully into
'Who diedr, I ask her, my first groggy the reflecting windows waving
goodbe as
reaction.
the train Rockefellered out of the Flatbush
"Hey, look ma. I've been washing them
Avenue station on its way back to Auschwitz.
out-don't worry. Been using sterile soap,
To BeContinued
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Pygmy chimpanzees in the Lamake Forest, a remote region in Zaire.
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Reknown Surgeon
To Give Talk

Professor John Cedric Goligher, a British surgeon internationally recognized as a leader in
gastric surgery and proctology
will present this year's Culpeper
Visiting Lectures at Stony Brook.
WTeCulpeper Lectures were
established two years ago by the
School of Medicine in the Health
Sciences Center through support
from the Charles E. Culpeper
"Using Satellites to Study
Foundation.
Nebulae" will be the lecture
'The Culpeper Lectures protopic at an Open Night in Asvide an opportunity for faculty,
tronomy pgram this Friday
students and community practiat the university. The lecture
tioners to interact with rewill be given by Dr. Stephen
nowned scientists," said Dr.
Maran at 8 PM in Lecture Hall
Marvin Kuschner, dean of the
001 on the 1wer level of the
School of Medicine. "This year
Earth and Space Sciences
we are privileged to welcome
Building. The Open Nights in
one of the foremost lecturers and
Astronomy take place on the
clinicians in the discipline of
first Friday of every month (exsurgery to Stony Brook as the
cept January) during the acaCulpeper Visiting Professor."
demic year. The public
Goligher will give three leclectures are given by
tures while at Stony BrookL The
members of the astronomy fafirst two presentations, "Current
Trends in the Surgical Manageculty of Stony Brook's Earth
ment of Ulcerative Colitis" and
and Space Sciences Depart"Reflections on the treatment of
ment. Lectures are followed
by a viewing session with the
Colo-Rectal Cancer" will be given
University's small telescopes,
in Lecture Hall 3, Level 2, of Stony
Brook's Health Sciences Center
if the weather permits.
Maran will present an illusat 4:30 PM on Oct. 20 and 21, respectively. The third lecture in
trated lecture about the Crab
the Culpeper series, "Choice of Nebula. The lecture will focus
Elective Surgery for Peptic
on information gained
Ulcer," will be given on Oct. 22 in
through the use of orbiting sathe auditorium, Building 5 at the
tellites as observatories. The
Veterans Administration Medical
program will include a disCenter, Northport.
cussion of potential use of the
An active lecturer, Goligher
planned Space Telescope for
has given a number of named
astronomy research.
lectures throughout the world,
Maran is a senior staff
including the Hunterian Lecture
scientist at NASA/Goddard
before the Royal College of Sur- Space Flight Center working
geons in England, the Balfour
at the Space Telescope ProLecture at the University of Toject. He has been author or
ronto and the Perman Lecture
editor of several astronomy
before the Finish Surgical So- books, a columnist for Natural
ciety. He has been a visiting pro- History magazine, and has
fessor at a number of universities
written numerous research
in the United States, including
articles.
>
Harvard, Vanderbilt, Pittsburgh
and Illinois, and has lectured extensively throughout Europe and
the rest of the world.
At present, Goligher is conThe Hospital Auxiliary of
sulting surgeon a St. Mark's Hos- Stony Brook's University Hospital in London and isprofessor pital will sponsor a public, adof surgery at the University of mission free lecture on
Leeds. He is a fellow and council "Cancer in Women" this fall.
member of the Royal College of
On Monday, Nov. 8 at 10
Surgeons of England and the AM, Drs. William Abel and
Royal College of Edinburgh. He Alan Kisner will speak on
trained at the Royal Infirmary, "Breast Cancer," in the Health
Edinburgh, St. Mark's Hospital ' Sciences Center's Lecture Hall
and St. Mary s Hospital, London. 2, Level3.
He has been awarded many hoKisner obtained his
norary degrees including doctor M.B.B.B.Ch. from the Univerof medicine, honoris causa, from sity ofWitwatersrand in South
the University of Belfast, and the Africa. He is an assistant proUniversity of Goteborg and fessor of clinical surgery at
doctor of science, honoris causa, the Hospital, specializing in
from the University of Leeds. His plastic surxer.-

UESTION: Listen, Blake, F
I get hit with an
l
annual insurance bill
just when my tuition is due
|
for the spring semester. Can
you cover me with a payment ,
plan that will make it easier?
|

Q

Nebulae, Satelies
Part of Open Night

A

NSWER: In most cases
we can arrange for a
down payment and nine
monthly installments.
Come in or call me for personal
insurance service on:
X automobiles

* motorcycles
* mopeds
can get you the coverage you
need, when you need it, which is
now.
I

You can also send me your questions about insurance and I will deal with
the most timely matters in these ads during the next few months.
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Leaderahp in his field has been
recognized by a number of scholarly organizations. The American College of Surgeons, the
Chicago Surgical Society, the Society of Colon and Rectal Surgeons and the Swiss Surgical
Society and other societies have
named him an honorary
member.

A LAW CAREER?
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SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
Los Angeles, California

--

A representative from Southwestern University School of Law
will be on campus

Tuesday,
Southwestern, the largest fully-accredited
low school in California. is a modern. urban
institution located in the Wilshire Center
area of Los Angeles In the midst of maior
-lwfirms and corporate headquarters. the
University is only a few miles from state
and federal court buildings, governmental
low offices and regulatory agencies
Students may apply to one of four courses
d study leading to the J uns Doctor degree
* a three year full-time day divnson
* a four year part-time eveningdvision
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Iam $5.00 an hour
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* a four year part-time day division.
PLEAS (Part-time Legal Education
Alternative at Southwesem)
* a unique two-calendar war alterntive currcular progam, SCALE
MSouthwestemrs Conceptual Ap.
proach to Legal Education) -.
It you are interesled inmei more about
the 1egal prroesion,the law school exeience and the poplcaton process,p
baM
Orrange to neet with our repreenative by
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Machine Voices Concern for the Blind
By John Burkhardt
information in electronic form. The com- Brook is only one of about 200 institutions
the jumbled sentence the machine proThe voice is energetic, yet vague be- duces that it has gone across the top of
puter increases the contrast between the to be given Kurzweils, according to Slater,
cause of the heavy accent. It runs almost one column into another and then figure
computerized image of the symbol and who said the Xerox Corporation was
tonelessly at a steady pace. And it doesn't out where.
the page before attempting to interpret it. giving them mostly to universities.
realize when it becomes garbled or begins
Interpreting the character involves recogXerox chose universities as the main
Yet for all the difficulties, the Kurzweil
talking nonsense.
nizing a set of distinctive characteristics, beneficiaries of the donated Kurzweils,
can provide the blind with an added meaFor Patty Kelly, listening to someone sure of independence, removing a tresuch as how many, and what kinds, of Slater said, because the machine seems to
else read is nothing new. She was born mendous inconvenience.
lines, angles and curves a symbol has. The be most usueful in an academic setting.
with a visual impairment, and though she
Kurzweil considers the possibilities be- Noting the superiority of professionally
In fact, several users report that one of
can still read out of her left eye, it gets its biggest drawbacks is the trouble blind
fore deciding which letter, number or taped novels, Slater said the Kurzweil is
punctuation mark has the set of charac- most useful for people who often need
tired too quickly for her. So Kelly, a Stony people have in traveling to the library to
teristics it sees on the page. When the ma- access to printing that is not popular
Brook senior often has people read to her. use it.
chine is in doubt about whether it is enough to be available in other forms, and
But being read to by the Kurzweil Reading
Small enough to sit on a desk top, the
reading correctly or instead being con-' that students and professors are often in
Machine Library took some getting used Kurzweil reading machine is a $30,000
fused by a poorly printed character, it that situation.
to. One difficulty was the machine's voice; piece of technology, yet the actual hardscans through the rest of the page looking
to Kelly, it sounds Hispanic, to others, she ware of the machine does not make it
for another example of the same symbol.
said, it sounds British, and Sociology Pro- what it is. 'What is extraordinary is the
Selvin said he would use one all the
As it reads down the page, it learns the time if it were available in his own office.
fessor Hanan Selvin describes it as having software," said Mike Slater, a spokesman
distinctive style of the printing on that He does not use the Kurzweil often, he
a thick Swedish accent. Everyone agrees it for Kurzweil Computer Products. The
page, becoming less likely to make a mis- said, because it is often simpler to ask
is difficult to understand at first.
Kurzweil's programming is recorded on a
take. Yet understanding the letters is only someone to tape things for him than to
"Learning to understand the voice is 50 small magnetic tape which must be
part of the reading machine's task. It or- travel to the library. Lisa Selitzer, a senior
percent of the battle" in adapting to the played into the machine before each use.
ganizes the letters into recognizable sylla- and an English major, also cited the inmachine, said Mary McCallum, training Eight years in development and conbles, attempting to find the proper convenience of going to the library as one
program coordinator of the Stony Brook stantly being upgraded, the program the
pronunciation for each syllable of every reason she only experimented with using
Lirary's reference department. The other Kurzweil uses for reading is "probably
word, and in reading the words, it checks the machine. Selitzer, however, found the
half of the eight to 10 hours of practice she one of the leading examples of artificial
Wiimnwo*il tn haU#? nthlr drawbacks. One of
said is required to master the K
involves learning such things as
what it can and cannot read,
how to recognize when it reaches
the edge of a column of words,
and how to get the machine to
repeat itself or spell out a word
that it mispronounces or garbles.
The Kurzweil Reading Machine, while no solution for a
lack of vision, helps blind or visually disabled people achieve
more independence over their
reading material. There are a variety of things a blind person can
do when he wants to read books,
magazines, or other printed
matter, but each of them has its
drawbacks; braille books are extremely bulky, and not everything is available in braille, tapes
are often very useful, but again,
not everything-particularly
what a student or university professor needs-has been taped.
Friends and Volunteers will often
read aloud, or make tapes for a
blind person, but this leaves that
person somewhat dependent on
them, besides making it nearly
impossible for the blind person
to rapidly skim through the
pages and choose which section
to read more carefully.
A Kurzweil reading machine
was rented by the Library at
Stony Brook about a year ago,
andl
"Kauthe lihrarv has« now received
aiaiesmani rennv i/<ckwte
Small 4enough to sit on a desktop, the Kurzweil Reading Machine is a $30.000 piece of technology.
a new machine as a gift. But the
Kurzweil has its drawbacks.
Kelly said she adapted to the mathem, she said, is the lack of personal conThe complexity of the Kurzweil's task is which words it should stress.
chine quickly, and today she uses the libigger
the
is
tact between the reader and the machine.
programming
the
Although
it
decisions
of
brary's Kurzweil more than any of the based on the wide variety
achievement, the hardware Being read to by a person is not only easier,
technological
machines
reading
Other
to
make.
has
on
people
seven other visually disabled
of the machine also has a remarkable task but more enjoyable, she said.
campus, but this is only about once every have been made that can interpret one
to perform, Slater said. In order to prothe
Kurzweil
but
or
a
few,
of
printing,
kind
textbooks
it
for
10 days. She also only uses
Curiously, the machine does become
nounce words and sentences correctly,
of
size
kind
or
attempts to read any
and other classwork.
uses more than 1,000 rules of somewhat personal to those who use it
Kurzweil
the
sevare
There
available.
material
printed
Kurzweil
the
Similarly, Selvin, who uses
grammar and over 1,500 exceptions to the more often. Kellv sonwtimes refers to the
for reading technical journals and refers eral hundred varieties of letter styles; difrules. To make so many interpretations Kurzweil as "him," and SeMn, in an article
printing
use
different
publications
ferent
it
uses
only
to it as a marvelous device
for the Journal of the Visual Impairment.
fast enough to read at a normal pace, it
of
the
and
size
placement
for scholarly material. For novels, the ma- styles, with the
a half-million bits of informa- wrote one finds oneself scolding it when
processes
the
contrast
color
of
the
paper,
letters,
the
chine s reading is simply inferior to that of
tion a second. Slater said the machine it makes an error. Slater said the habit of
the letters and the page, and
taped presentations by professional between
could not have been made to handle such personalizing the Kurzweil is found wherall
varis
done
the
printing
cleanly
how
readers, he explained because it lacks
a
complex task if the computer industry ever the machines are, and shows the difpoor
too
print
is
usually
ying
Newspaper
emotion. The machine has no expresnot been going through a technical ference, which he said is a very sharp one,
had
it.
to
interpret
the
machine
for
in
quality
newssion, Selvin commented. And for
at the same time that the Kurz- between regular users and people who
revolution
often
books
are
of
paperback
papers. handwriting, even some kinds of The pages
weil's programming was being developed. have only tried it. He said that one of the
though
the
shines
that
light
thin
enough
simply
typewritten works, the Kurzweil is
Stony Brook has had a Kurzweil
key things in the use of the machine is
pages and the Kurzweil becomes conunusuable.
Reading Machine since September 1981, someone investing the steady six, eight
which
the
letters
of
some
reading
fused
It finds words pnted poorly, or in
rented at a cost of S5,000 a vear. Now, hours of frustration,' that it takes to
are printed on the opposite side of the
italics, or on paper that allqws light to
though. the Xerox Corporation, which become familiar with it. He said that peointerpret
to
attempts
Kurzweil
The
page.
rec
to
fails
shine through it illegibly, and
owns Kurzweil Computer Products, is pie who work hard enough "wake up one
coneasily
is
and
a
page,
mark on
ognize such familiar sights as charts and everyy
presenting Stony Brook with a new Kurz- day and understand everything" about
letters.
or
smudged
of
ink
by
blots
fused
It
drawings trving to pronounce them.
weil loft. The new machine arrived last using the machine while people who have
is
sent
sees
the
machine
symbol
Each
the words in a book should be printed in
week and a technician is expected to get it
not reached that point will seldom benefit
enhancement
image
a
computerized
to
several columns, rather than just one, the
working today, McCallum said. Stony from it verv much.
into
is
translated
image
the
where
system,
user must either know this, discover from
tamC 15"aaV
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SEX IS A PRIVATE MATTER.
The Bill Baird center offershelp information
and counseling that's strictly conhdentla about
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By Genhle M. Knauf
The tragedy of Shaun Goucher, a three-year-old
boy who, after choking on food, died in Long Island
Jewish-Hillside Medical Center on Sept. 23, was
real. Equally real was the new life given to 10-yearold Kelli Ednie in the form of a liver transplant
performed at the University Health Cener of Pittsburgh that same evening.
Kelli received her liver primarily through the efforts of registered nurse Winnie Mack and Brian
Reilly, coordinators of the Transplantation Center
at Stony Brook. The center is headed by Dr. Felix
Rapaport, who is also a Professor of Surgery at the
SUNY Medical Center at Stony Brook. It serves all
the 32 hospitals on Long Island, with the exception
of the North Shore Medical Center, which has its
affiliations for organ donations elsewhere.
Mack and Reilly are on call seven days a week, 24
hours a day. In addition, they are continuously out
in the community hospitals giving in-service lectures to predominately Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
personnel. In their lectures, Mack and Reilly emphasize the need for donors, and they teach how to
identify a potential donor. Maintaining the donor is
also explained and, according to Reilly, the lectures
serve to make hospital personnel aware of the array
of services that the center performs.
A potential donor is usually recognized and
brought to the attention of the center by either the

attending physician, a neurologist or a neurosurgeon. A description of the patient is needed by the
center to see if the initial criteria for organ donation are met. Once these are satisfied Mack and
Reilly wll go to the Hospital where the potential
donor is located and check his records so that
they may evaluate his medical situation. A very important step in the process is determining that the
guidelines for establishing brain death have been
followed.
Mack and Reilly also serve as resources for physicians and nurses so that they will be able to properly maintain the organ while it is awaiting
transplantation.
Once a patient is pronounced brain deadwhere no brain wave patterns are present and the
patient is being kept alive solely by artificial
measures-the attending physician will approach
the family of the potential donor and explain the
status of the patient to them. The family will be
asked if they would consider organ donation. Reilly
said that he prefers to be present during this phase
because the family will need considerable medical
information, as well as help in dealing with the
ethical, moral, social religious and financial implications of donation. Reilly added that by-.being
present, he can be sure that the fimily is indeed
giving informed consent.
In accordance with the Anatomical Gift Act, all
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immediate next of kin must sign consent forms.
This includes parents of the donor, spouse, all
adult siblings, and any adult children that the patient might have. "If any one declines to sign a
consent, we cannot take the organ," Reilly explained. "Sometimes, the family will offer other organs, and we then contact the appropriate team
and inform them of the potential donor's criteria,
and we will work with them." If the patient dies out
of the hospital setting, such as in the case of a car
accident, a consent form must be obtained from
the medical examiner. The district attorney is required to sign a consent where the potential donor
'is a murder victim.
The actual organ removal is conducted at a community hospital, usually in the late evening or early
morning hours "Time is of the essence," Reilly remarked. Because the center is located in University
Hospital, patients in University Hospital have the
first chance at the organ, pending blood matches'
and tissue typing. Reilly said that infirequently, the
team is able to draw blood fiom the donor and
thereby perform blood matches before the organ is
removed. He added that they will wait for samples
of the spleen and lymph nodes so that theycan
most accurately do the tissue typing.
Prom the time of surgical removal, kidneys can
be used for transplantation within 72 hours. Reilly
confided that most major medical centers will not
use an organ that has been out of the donor's body
for more than 18 hours.
After removal, the organ is kept in cold storage
for eight hours. Afterwards, a kidney will be put on
a pulsatile perfusion machine. This apparatus
keeps the organ viable by running solutions
throughout it continuously.
Reilly and Mack are also responsible for coordinating the actual transport of the organ to the recipient. In the case of Kelli Ednie, this involved
contacting Donald Denny, director of organ procurement at the University Health Center in Pittsburgh, and flying the organ out to Pittsburg with
split-second timing. Thus, where one life ends,
another continues.
The issue of the actual end of life is at the crux of
the complexities of organ donation. Reilly stressed
that "patients who donate organs are dead both
medically, legally and morally." At least 48 hours of
repeated electroencephalograms (EEGs) and various exams will proceed the actual removal of the
organ, and the patient has been determined dead
and undoubtedly so.
At the center in Pittsburgh, Denny said that this
was the first time he had ever worked with the
team at Stony Brook, and that they "just could not
have been more helpful. Brian and Winnie really
went all out in getting us this liver." Although 63
liver transplants have been performed this year in
the Pittsburgh hospital, only 10 livers actually came
from the Pittsburgh area.
The hard work has evidently paid off. According
He
to Denny, Kelli Ednie is doing 'superbly."
added that, although the first few months are a
crucial time, she is expected to be going home
soon.
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Francis Johnson has played a large part in the finding of 19 variations of antitumor nucleoside.

Life-Saving Drugs Identified
More than two-dozen new drug compounds with antitumor/anti-viral and wound-healing properties, and, in
addition, an antibiotic substance with prteviously unrecognized potential have been identified by pharmacologists at Stony Brook. The new drugs, discovered lasicalv
as a result of work within the past year, are:
1. A s€ries of at least 20 anti-tunmor/anli-viral
compounds.
2. A group ofabout a half-dozen conipounds that exhibit
powerful wound-healing characteristics, and have poellnlial applications in difficulthbun and stasis ulcerOwxd sorel
treatments.
3. Thermorubin, obtained tr)m a therniophilic (heatloving) fungus. Thermorulbin, an antibiotic known fior a
least 15 years,1las now been identifie(d by a Stony Broo(k
pharmacologist as having it variety ol polential tusets.
The new agents an! in early d<evelop[11enll stages, gellerally still lx{ing discussed in scientific circ leswili patents
andreseAarch publications pendlling.
The work already, however, has stirred(considerable
scienitific inere!.st."Developing a truly new drug entity is
usually a once-in-a-lifietime ex|NZfwiece," said Dr. Arthur1P.
-Grollman. chairm-an of the Depiartment ol Pharmacological Sciences in the* Schol o) Medicine alt SIonv Brook's
Health Sciences Center. "Thus, 'you(can iniagine Ihe excitementWhen we found that our fac'ullv had discovered
several new lasses of drugs at aoult flie sametime."
Thet new anti-tuior/lanti-viral(ruigs are comipounds
reiated to the nucleosides whici lormnthe fundaenillal
units of DNA. These new agents had theirorigins iniresearc'h on thle anti-lumor drug bleomycinc; work which
wasIxiing conducted by several Pharnma(cologic al Sciences
faculty Bleomycin is oneoI1|he most widelv used olthe 25
or so anti-tunor drtugs priesentlv on (he market. Despie its
considerable effect iveness, in dhe ltealment(and
o head
neck tuniors, blieomycinlas a l)oIentially serious side
effelt.
It c-an cause pulmonary fibro)sis, Ihe
hv ldtil|)
o(
su|lXrtluous tissue in the lungs. Drs. Gnollivan. 'ralicis
Johnson,
1lene H.Raisklld and Masart Takeshia, i several differellt p)r)je(ts still
tinder'vav, had lxeien exploinig
bleomycins action. particularly seeking ways of eliminating its lung-damaging charac(
lristics.

Trhrough this work, supported by grants from the national Institutes of Health and the american cancer Societv, Grollman, Johnson and Takeshita identified several
new substances produced by bleomycin-induced breakdown of DNA. This reaction, ill tumor cells, leads to (ell
destruction, productin four new partial nucleosides. Ini
Studying tih* latter, thev fliond that one was very toxic to
''s
ill its own right.
tu111or (ce
Further work, hv Johnson and his associate, Dr. Radhakrishna K.M. Pilali, las to date vielded 19 variations of the
original anti-tunior nucleoside. Manv of-these derivatives
ap|X*ar to have anti-tunior aclivitv. Ili addition, there are
indications ThaT .It least oneoftheni niav not have blemov'cill'sIling-damaging side efficls and also mav have antiviral I| ltential.
Though it is still loo early to determine what kinds of'
Wiluors or viruses tIle new co(m|1M)iuds mlight be effective
against. Johnson s;aid it ap|lMars iore thanti likely that at
least oel( of them will lx*tiseftil ill tlialment of c ancer of
the head and neck without bleoniyvin's side effect.
The ne",
((o|)lllx)ldll|s with woulid-healing potetvntial resulted flill elated studies of tlle toxic effects of bleom!cin onl lmig tissue by Raisfild. Slit! obserned that the
issue involved in
1
prolifleration of( lunig
ullwantedl
bleonivchi-induced ptilmonary librosis il MIlVdi consti1tiled it wouild-hlealing reaction to the "wounding'' action
o' bleoiv(cin. Also obseeiving that a small piece of the
blvolllvcinl mllvolectle caused Ilhe '"woullding, she isolated the stibstancesin that part o( theimolectile and flthel
produiced them syniheticall y'

Ier esutltig c0o1mpounMlds

e1111111's
comi1pomids relaed to anm1ionia are basic a
which seemi to sitaimulat rapid tissue gr-owth- The Stonyv
BIrook scientists lxeli(evel thils could Ix! all important develof)ersive wounds such as bed
e
opment1or illeatlment
butrls*^lwhere extensive newv skin gw)l h is crit;111(1
sloreps
ical Ifor hevaling but diffictilllo achieve.
T'he third new drug, thermoribin, was identified as a
anli(llv useutil anitibioti substance bylohnson who, in
colla»l)oiriioll wfiil Dr.Yoshi Okaya oI Ohe Stony Brook
Chemiiistry Department, ecenfly elutcidated its clemi(al
struItiure. It is related to x)1lh the currenmly ulstedtlracv(continued on page 8Sf

Fluid Test May Indicate Birth Defects
The ratioof lkcithli, which coats th< surface of ft'al lungs, to sphingonmvelin can

tell scientists how nmaturelt(e lungs are
and welther the(!fe!Itus will sufelir respiratory distress after birtlh.
sad tropholometer
i
IUsing an infra
a machine that measuires enerky waves

placenment olf' lit fluidl togetlier wvih
chemical solvents, o1 a silicacovenmd plate.

After traveling thrnRigh the plate at dif1ferentSp<eeds,
1le
coniMlunds an!(Iried,
sprayed and healed, a prmcess hlal n!-

dtice(s themnto sjils.anid scieltists calcu late Ilhe ratios.

lihereseanrhers pass a known anmount of

en1ekrgy through a simple of lecithin and
.sphingonvelin extracted fironi aniniotic

n.luid The anoutntol energy%thatreaches
S
tile o11her

ide of the- sa11 ple' is ne' asued.

Thlec diffeire(e
ilt in te two anmotints reveals
how nmuch lecithin and sphingonmvelin
werea theoe to absorb HIe energv. A com-

puter connected to thelt machine prozduces

a graph: concentrations of com)nilents in
the fluid shov up onhlton graph as |lwaks
and vallevs. These can Ib translated into
the necessarv ratios.
Is hmann said, mseems
The old method,
tlwsoAphistication we now
so crudetor
hae in
the chemical -word. It involves
many steps he explained. among them the

1lie
S.-I.
osI|ectnr)phot(omeer tused for
this
n*sean'h
1 lhas Ixm loaned 1to the univet-4r1siy
the Perkiin Elmer Companiv
of'
Nownalk, Co
hlich o.fiend the ma|
hapl^wned
cline aller complany xrs)nnel

to
read preliminary data on ute projec't in a
journial. Thev se a |oltential market for
one bet
their analvzer wIhen (hler wasn
for. IAshmann said. WIith (his method of

testing amniolic fluid, we see the possihility of pndicing not only fetal lung maIurity

utnt also

possibly some

inhorn

tdeects.l In addition, he said, since lecithin
and sphingomvelin an! part of the
txdy
s
Composition. the method
total lipid (flall
could
he adapted to examine the amount

otfiipids it adults with co*
roary disea.m.

nrached.the mother went into labor and galeb birth to an infant with mature
1tlngs.
datat1hat intesled Perkin F.Imer, fo)m
Sl ough he cannot predict the exact cost
the patient ("It will be
scientists as far awav as Moscow, China of the new method to
up to the individual labl he expects it to be
and
F .IhiOl)ia.
Thie new aninioic fluid test curenntly is
"substantially lowerthanth
S$6 bill pa- no
e
ituse in a -comparison study" of the old lients now receive for each test. "I doO
and new methods int
know, he said, "that the materials for the
t
Jniversity Hosopial.
"PhNsicians an* not hasing their conclu- infrared spectrophotometry method will
<
sionons oour met hod - wv just wanl to see cost the lab only about six cents, assuming
_
how it stacks up against the one in use now thev already have the equipment they c
buit holpfully they will in the future," need. "
Ilshmann
slaid. It is too
eariv to formulate a
He hopes the method will be used>
pten-otage of how often his method has '%within a couple of years, provided it's ac- d
xeen accurate. he said, but he cited a "verv cepted. Results
will
have to be published
i
good comrlation
Ibetween the predictions and other researchers will have to try it.
of his method and the lung maturity of the Each facility will have to determine
<
ahies born to the 50 patients involved in whether
y want
to useit.-He fo
es a <
promising future for his technique:
the study.
One fetus was judged with the old me'Testing amniotic fluid is just one of the
thod to have immature lungs, while the manv new avenues that
will
be open to
new method indicated
that
the
lungswere clinical scientists through infrared
mature Before a decision could be spectrophotometry.
S
thl niman also lhas ecid
ore than
20H0 requtiestsI'or cop)ies o the lprirnlinay
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SB Pro/Finds Toxins
Are Pygmy Chimps of Zaire
One of Man's Closest Relatives?

In Long Island Waters
By Michael Peflegrtno
The algal microorganism causing what is commonly
referred to as Red Tide is the subject of a detailed study
spearheaded by Edward Carpenter of the Marine
Sciences Research Center at Stony Brook. With the help
of the Suffolk County Department of Health Services and
the New York Sea Grant Institute, Carpenter aims at locating the algagenyaulax tamarensis, which has been
identified in Long Island waters, and then wants to maintain a monitoring system which can be used to determine the degree of the organisms activity.
The major source of concern is a toxin produced by
the alga. Saxitoxin is the major one of several chemically
related toxins which seem to be involved in the synthesis
of nucleic acids (DNA). It is 50 times more active than
curare and 1,000 times more active than cocaine, though
it is apparently not made as part of a defense mechanism. Shellfish which ingest these algae as food, and thus
consume the toxin, are not harmed by the powerful
poison.
Humans that eat -the contaminated shellfish, however,
can experience such symptoms as numbness around the
mouth, stomach cramps, respiratory difficulties, and tingling in the extremities, all leading eventually to death by
paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP). As explained by Carpenter, the toxin's sites of action are the sodium channels on excitable membranes such as those of neurons.
Free passage of sodium through these channels is necessary for the production of action potentials, waves of
electricity which serve as the body's major vehicle for
intra-communication and sensory information. Saxitoxin
blocks these channels, eliminating action potentials and
causing paralysis. However, clams, for example, do not
rely on sodium for their neural processes but rather calcium. This may account for the immunity of these and
related organisms.
Gonyau/ax tamarensis is mainly found in the coastal
waters of New England, but can be found in open water
such as the Gulf of Maine. During a time of rapid reproduction, a "bloom," the alga causes the water it inhibits
to appear a reddish-brown color due to the great
numbers of red-colored organisms present; thus the Red
Tide occurs. A particular large bloom occurred in 1972 in
Massachusetts Bay. Carpenter theorizes: "Perhaps the
massive density of organisms in the Bay caused a
crandom movement of some towards the south." He
went on to say that the transfer of shellfish to Long Island

waters for commercial purposes, such as seeding, may
have also contributed to the occurence of the algae here
He also said, however, that simply because no red tides
attributable to g. tamarensis have been reported in Lon^
Island waters, as neither have cases ofPSP, this does nol
mean that the alga just arrived or that it is waiting foi
something to happen'. "It could have been here a
hundred years and nobody knew it.
Identification of the organism is a tedious process su
ited for an expert. Each candidate is placed on a glass
slide and rolled over in its entirety to allow full view ofiti
body. This is all done in the field of view of a microscope
By recognition of a particular arrangement of cellulose
"plates" on the organism's exterior, one can ascertain th<
identity of the suspect. Living in cysts when tempera
tures are not suitable for reproduction, the alga has beer
identified at several locations throughout the estuaries
and clam bays of Long Island.

By Su«an Daubman
A rare species of primate, found only in the rain forests of central Africa is the subject of a unique research project being conducted by a professor from Stony Brook.
Randall Susman of the Department of Anatomical Sciences
began his study of pygmy chimpanzees in 1979 and since then has
come to believe that these animals may be genetically one of
man's closest relatives. The chimps, which are found only in Zaire,
were first discovered in 1929 and, according to the 34-year-old
professor, are almost unknown to science.
Susman spends about 10 weeks a year at a camp that he set up
in the Lemake Forest, a remote region of Zaire. It is here that he
and several graduate students, including Noel Badiran of the Department of Anthropology, observe behaviors that distinguish the
shy, four-foot-tall pygmys from the common chimps and seem to
connect them to human beings.
I^gmys eat meat, something that common chimps never do,
said
Susman. They often mate face to face, and they have been
r Linde
seen sharing food with one another. They have a complex level of
communication which includes facial expression and gestures.
rients needed for the rapid reproduction leading to a
While common chimpanzees spend much of their time on the
bloom are limiting. There are some 150 to 200 species of^^^
j ^
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phase. In fact, lastspring in Mattituck, Long Island, Car-V^lUt^
"Pygmy chimps are an exciting, untapped recourse in unrapenter says that g. tamarensis was ready for a bloom. The
veling our past," said Susman, who believes that valuable insight
the nervous systems and which he suspects contain \ iron.
Pamela FaBon
density of the organisms had built up to near bloomBy
into the history of life may be obtained from the study of contemproportions. That same spring though, a blizzard oc-Have you ever wondered how homing pigeons and honey Once the cells are isolated they are stained with ain ion
porary animals. "They can tell us about human origins and the
cured and prevented the bloom. Later, as the water be-bees can find their way home? Some have suggested that which forms a blue precipitate in the presence ofiroin.The
biological underpinnings of our behavior."
came warmer, other species predominated andthese birds and insects derive their accurate sense of direc- iron-rich granules are isolated from the tissue and th en exSusman's project is one of only two such studies of the natural
gonyaulajc tamarensis was regulated to its cyst-tion from the stars, sun or geographical markings. But how amined by both light and electron microscopy. Once tl"iccell
behavior of the pygmy chimp in the world, the other is being
encapsulated dormancy with the approach of summerdo they travel huncjreds of miles home in overcast weather? is determined to contain iron oxide, careful analysi s sug^
conducted by a group from Japan.
Although red tide has been detected as close as NewScientists have been baffled by these creatures ability to gests that these are the sensory agents that guide th(*creaFoundaScience
the
National
from
in
grants
A total of $150.000
London, Connecticut, this past summerCarpentermake precise point to point flights over great distances but lures home. It has been shown that pigeons which subsist
tion and the National Geographic Society provided the funding for
ipting
atten
when
disorientated
free
diet
become
on
an
iron
Brook's
Anaof
Stony
professor
Walcott,
associate
stresses the need for calm and a full understanding of theBenjamin
the project.
situation. Any pro-mature conclusions concerning liabili-tomical Science Department, believes he has found a clue to to fly home.
Another professor at Stony Brook is renowned for his work with
Walcott
But
V\
the
birds.
is
for
ask
if
this
research
One
may
magnetic
the
earths
proposed
that
ties to the shellfishing industry would be unwarrantedhow they do it. He has
primates. Emil Menzel of the Psychology Department is currently
stressed that the strong magnetic field of industrial generaAlthough state funding has been practically nil, the Suf-field is responsible for honey bee and pigeon navigation,
doing research on marmoset monkeys.
tors may interrupt the migrating behavior pattel"*ns of
folk County legislature has recently appropriated $54,000Walcott has found traces of iron oxide in the tissue cells and
for the study of the red-tide organism, and an additionalhe suspects that these granules are the sensory receptors animals These artificial fields can seriously thread*n the
future to the ecological balance. Dr. Walcott's work ^villbe
$8,000 has been provided by the New York Sea Grantwhich direct the pigeons and bees to their destination,
Institute. Carpenter, with the much needed help of theWalcott examined tissues of the honey bee abdomen and published in the December issue of Science magaz ine.
Suffolk County Department of Health Services and otherspigeon brain and searched for cells that are connected to
is working to maintain a two-step lead ofG. Tamarensis.'
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Marmosets, one of the smallest primates, is native to South
America, but Menzel is conducting his study in his lab on campus
*where he is able to control the environment in which the animals
live.
According to previous studies, marmosets are slow learners.
Menzel feels that his work proves otherwise, and not only do these
animals leam quickly but they are able to retain the knowledge for
relatively long periods of time.
In one test, Menzel and his student assistants tested the marmosets'perception to change by placing a household object in
their cage for an hour, then taking it away. The next day the object
was returned to the cage in a new locaion, and a second object
was also added. After an hour. both objects were taken away, and
the next day the two objects were returned in different locations,
along with a third new object. This process was repeated until
there were thirty objets in the marmosets' cage and each time the
result was the same. The animals quickly responded to the new
object that appeared in their cage each day, while paying little or
no attention to the ones that they had been previously exposed to.
According to Menzel. the marmosets' behavior displays their
ability to recognize and remember various shaped objects.
In another test. the Marmosets were exposed to several new
household objects at once, only one of which had food on it.After
only one exposure to the food related object, the monkeys were
able to recognize it again when they were reintroduced to it over
periods of time extending up to two months.
Menzel tests his animals in groups since they are naturally
social animals and their cages and living conditions resemble the
marmosets' natural environment. Menzel believes his results differ
from those of tests previously done because those test conditions
were designed without regard to the animals natural behavior.
The test situations were the problem, not the animals
"People shouldn't judge intelligence on the basis of one test,"
Menzel said. and remarked that the animals should be tested in
*
"situations that they are likely to encounter.
According to Menzt*!, similar conclusions may be drawn about
humans. The validity of such measures of intelligence as the 1Q
test have long been in question, and it may be that no one genuinely lacks intelligence, we may just lack the best means in
which to test it.

Evolutionists Get Equal Time,
Urge Attack on Creationism
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How do the evolutionary scientpreceded the famous Scopes
ists regard the creationists, who be"monkey trial, said Jukes, 'except
lieve the earth originated as
in those days creationists were
described in the Book of Genesis?
called fundamentalists.
This and other questions were dis"The religious thunderings of a
cussed at the annual meetings of
half century ago are reflected and
the Society for the Study of Evolumagnified today, he said Concerns
tion and the American Society of
about atomic warfare and en^ronNaturalists, held jointly at Stony
mental pollution have made today s
Brook this summers.
public 'uneasy, understandabhf so,
Three symposia on coevolution,
about threats resulting from misuw
contorversies in evolution and the
of technology This unease has
evolution of genes and proteins
created a longing for the good old
were held in conjunction with the
days and a return of the old-time
meetings. "Equal Time for Nonreligion, factors he cites as being
sense: the Creationist s Attack on
responsible for the current popuScience was a topic addressed by
larity of creationism.
Dr. Thomas Jukes of the University
Jukes sees a parallel between
as
of California at Berkeley. About 500
creationism, -promoted for years
marthe
and
of the more than 600 conference
a form of religion,
w f>
participants gathered to hear Dr.
keting of laetrile Just as ^
the
se»
to
Jukes session: It was labeled 'poscates of laetrile attempted
pe»«iisafter
vitamin
a
as
sibly the most important of this
substance
de
meeting by Douglas Futuyma. as8km to register it as a drug ^
sociate professor of Ecology and
nied by the Food and WMB
so Nave
Evolution.
Administration, he says.
The social climate today is much ' creationists changed their apto a-tenthe same as it was in the days that
proach twn a religious

tific one. This was done, he changes.
to facilitate the teaching of creationism in public schools by removing the obstacle of ai-guments
about maintaining the separation of
* church and state.
Jukes calls for scientists not to defend evolution, but to "attack" creationism. Unless other scientists join
the movement, he predicts, science
teaching in schools and textbooks
will be jeopardized.
"Those who emerge from our
schools will be functionally illiterate
in science, he warns. Calling creationism 'a threat to museums and
the funding of research on evolution. he asked faculty members
present at the conference to contact
proevolunon societies and join the
evolution/creationism debate.
Population geneticist Bruce Levin
of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst agreed that crcationists
have an impact on education
during the discussion period. "I
find the students as ignorant ofevolution as they are of logarithms. .
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of man's clo-t relatives.
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(continued from page .SS)
clines (antibiotics) and the anthracyclines, (anti-tumnor agents).
"It's a powerful antibiotic in its
insaid.
own right," Jhnson "It's
solubility in body fluids may
make it advantageous for treatment of infections of the klimentary canal and for topical
application in treating conditions such as acne." Johnson
noted that themmxmbin's insolubility could permit more direct,
concentrated therapeutic action
than currently used drugs. Tests
Aid Information
to determine thermorubin's
value in treating acne are now
underway.
Chemical work also is being
done by Johnson and his colleagues in an attempt both to
broaden the antibiotic utiitlity of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d to etermine
I
thermorubin and
-I)
tht precise features of the moleI
cule that account for its antibiII
a
otic action.
'TeStony Brook scientists emthat all three types of
phasize
I
I
drugs are several years or More
I
away from being ready for testing
I
with humans. Chemical refineI
ments and animal tests. in cooperation with pharmaceutical
firms, are now being planned.
The discoveries, Grollman
noted are indicative of a trend
-i
for pharmacology departments
AI
to become more involved in drug
development.
. Grollman and his colleagues
say their work received considerable impetus through consultation and guidance provided by
Dr. Adrien Albert, professor eneritus of the Research School of
Chemistry at the Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. Albert recently completed
his fourth extended stay at Stony
Brook in the past eight years as
visiting research profmssor in
pharmacology. The author of SeMlete Toxikh , a classic text in
pharmacology, he is one of about
a half-dozen scientists around
the world who are developing a
new class of anti-leukemia drugs
also related to the DNA nucleoists. sides though quite different from
'00
the new anti-tumor drugs discovered by the Stony Brook scientists.
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Haley's Comet, photographed from Honolulu in May 1910.

Waiting, Watching for Comet to Return

Schenatic drawing of Halley's orbit 1910-1986.

-

Museum

Tells

Isla

s

Histr

.children make plaster casts of fossils, leaf prints and
wer
by Carne B
star charts.
The Museum of Long Island Natural Sciences, lo-Adults can also find a variety of things to do at the
cated on the first floor of the Earth and Space Sciences
museum, from nature walks to astro-photography.
Building is not simply a place of passive displays. It is
There will be a workshop in natural history illustraan active center of learning. There are the two rooms
tion taught by prominent artists Dorothea and Sy Barof exhibits; one room containing the permanent exlowe, who have illustrated many nature guide books
hibit on the history of Long Island and the changing
-and have designed exhibits at the American Museum
exhibit in the adjoining room.
of Natural History. A collection of their drawings and
At present, the changing exhibit is about space exploration. There are various photographs of the stuffed birds will be the next exhibit in the museum
planets, a collection of meteorites, and a model of here on campus and will be entitled 'Birds of Long
NASA aim-raft. There is more to the museum than this, Island." This collection is on permanent loan fiom the
ho6ever. There are classes in natual science for museum in Stony Brook village.
For those who envpy travelling, there will be a trip to
kindergarten hugh seventh grade
childen
the Sinai this spring bwak. Desert mountains and rawhich are taught by the museum staff and by volunvines will be explored as well as the underwater life a.
tees from the loal area The childen come from as
pate in these pro- the Gulf of Acaba. Round trip airfare, meals, transporfoar a an hours drive away to p
tation, accommodations and guide services are availgromf It is mnvtly a "hands on" expexience which
learig fun and exciting for them The able for less than $2,000.
_i
I

-
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By MitchelWagner
A riddle: Name a dirty snowball five kilometers in diameter that predicted the outcome of the Battle of Hastings, as
well as the birth and death of Mark Twain.
Answer: Halley's Comet.
In addition to being the most famous of the celestial
bodies, Halley's is, scientifically, a fairly typical specimen,
so scientists are eagerly looking forward to its return in
1986. One of these scientists is Stony Brook astronomer
Roger Knacke.
Knacke is one of many scientists involved in the
National Aeronautics and Space Adminstration (NASA)sponsored International Halley Watch, a project designed
to coordinate observation of Halley's comet on an intemational basis. Most of the work done by the project will be
done in NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, Califomia.
The reason for Halley Watch, Knacke said, is to see to it
that the events of Halley's last appearance, in 1910, are not
repeated. Although there was extensive observation of the
comet then, scientists failed to organize, so much of the
information was published late. Some of it, Knacke is sure,
is still unpublished, lying around in "trunks and attics
somewhere."
Currently, the scientists on Halley Watch are involved in
one activity, waiting for the comet to appear. They have
been %watchingthe skies for a yearwaiting for Halley's to be
visible.
The date of Halley's visual appearance is important not
just to collectors of trivial statistics, but also to scientists
like Knacke who are seeking to determine the comet's
composition.
Currently most popular of the comet composition theories is the "dirty snowball' theorye The nucleus of a
comet is thought to be a dirty snowball, made up of
silicates, or dust, and various quantities of frozen water,
methane and other ices, and to be about a kilometer
typically, although Halley's is supposed to be five times
larger.
"lhen a comet is bet-ween 250 and 300 million miles
from the sun, activity begins. Wawmed by the sun s rays.
the gases begin to boil, or sublimate, and the comet develops a cloud, or coma of dust nd gases around it. Winds
made up of subatomic particles from the sun blow
ionized gasses away from the sun. causing the distinctive
tail The tail trails the comet as it nt-ars tht sun, prn(edes it
as the comet moves awav from the sun.
Knacke said the comet %%ill not he visible until
November 1985. At the comet s nearest approach to the
sun, or perihelion, in February of 1986. the Kanh will be on
the opposite side ofthe sun, so the comet %wlnot be easily
observable.
be highly obshrvable to the
Knacke said the comet %%will
amateur astronomer writh a "good, sttmng pair ot
binoculars.
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Groundwater Supply Said to Be in Dangei
By Peter Coy
Albany (AP) - A thin shell of earth
separates New Yorkets and their multitude
of poisons from a vulnerable and vital
resource: trillions of gallons of underground water.
Environmental experts say that after
centuries of slaking thirst and fueling
growth, New York state's accustomed
abundance of clean groundwater is in
danger.
Chemical pollutants already have contaminated scattered parts of the underground aquifers that supplv water to 60
percent of all state residents living outside
New York CitO.Contamination is spreding
through an unknown number of underground reservoirs. When poisons touch
one well, it is often onlv a matter of time
before thev reach its neighbors.
"We're living anti working right on top of
our groundwater reservoir,' Phil Barbato,
an officail at the state Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) at Stonv
Brook, said recently. "It is a verv fragile
resource and the potential for abuse is
quite high.''
More than 50 public wells and dozens of
private ones across the state have been
closed in the last five yeiars after minute
quantities of synthetic organic chemicals
were discove~red in them. The natural filtering of soil and rock purifies groundwater of natural impurities. But geologists
say pelrcolation gives no protection against
modern threats like industrial chemicals,
gasoline, septic tank cleansers and
degreasing agents.
While the environmental movement
heightened public awareness of pollution
in rivers and streams, underground aqluifers were largely ignored --out of sight and
out of, mind.
"There seerms to INe alm-nost a psychological b)arrier,." LOvi Ravmond Jr., a Cooperative Extension water resources specialist at
(,'ornell Universitv, said.
That has b)egun to change. In a major
reslhiuffling of priorities, thet DEC this year
put groundwater at the top of its list.
Budget cuts, however, have shrunk thet?
Watter Division s staff from 430 to 350 in thet
last five or six vears.
"We can no longer administer the
breadth of our responsibilities, given current and projected ftinding levels,'' Daniel
Baro)lo, director of the department s Water
Division, admitted last month in a departmental puhlication.
The division hlas N44eed up its stafl of

Toxic chemicals fhom Niagara County
dumps like Love canal and Hyde Park have
leaked into the groundwater and firom
there into the Niagara Riverwhere they
threaten public water supplies on both
sides of the international border.
The state Health Department has tested
every public well in New York, but most
private wells have never been sampled
because the state lacks the time and
money. The cost of testing a single well for
petroleum derivatives and degreasers is a
<w-ottwimptp-na c.Af-^vit-niney
r";avn{d
prohibitive $150.
"People could conceivably be drinking
contaminated water without knowing it,"
Barbato said.
Bonnie McCloud of the Sierra Club cri.ticized the department's response to the
discovery of polluted wells, calling it "ridiculous." Each person whose well is polluted is forced to become an instant expert
on everothing from hydrology to chlorinated hvdrocarbons, she said.
"The Wiggest problnim is that there is no
orne whio can respond in a comprehensive
wav to individual pro)blenms that come up,
shte said. T'le earliest inklings of the vulnerabilitv of New York's underground aquifels
t'1ame in tIie 1920s, wlhen Br(x)kvn's Flathush Water Co. pump(*d too hard from
salt
Islaid wells and camne up %witi
Il)ilg
water. New York Cit y was fiorced to bring
Brooklyin within its municipal system,
which is fedl by upstate reservoirs.
"We could almost cut tose hleadlines
otl ad p)ItIl them in lodav's paper, said
amitloy Candella, D1C official.
The stale lias tried to protect gromid%vva'rby controlling bulk storage of'p(trolenim and otlher toxic liquids anid by
improving the disposal of hazardou0s
wastes. Sepk)lic lank cleiasers made fromn
highly 1o(icx(degneasing agenis hae liaewen
banned ini Nassau and Siullolk counties
pubi
n
after thcywrrc l(nildtoix' iillfillilng
liC water suipplies. | hle('cleansers renmlain
Statesman/Ira Leifer
Icgl uipstale.
Environmental experts say that New York states accustomed abundance of clean ground01lher regulalorv efforls have been less
water is in danger.
ugh Ca(r
tihis year
fl;ov
IsuiIccssfull
Where pumping Irom Well's Illust Im' tightly
et"oed it hill to close all lanldfills over thie
.oCltd take hundredts or even thousands ot
1
1
i 0l)l(
to prevent Oe
willer le
coollled
lA)ilg land aquifers rechare aes on |he
years.
W.ater
to
dro|)|)ing
and
allowing
occa
"If we wanted to kx)o hard, we could
gronids that there was o otiloter place to
infiltrate.
we
dum111)
tMle garbagV.
find problems prety muld' an 'ywhere
wanted to l()ok. Fred Vanl¢ntvc, an assoTo avoid depIetion o(t groudwater, the
In tupstate New' York, chemical confamiI|ritmils forevery I A)llg I1Slanid
ciate engineering geologist wilh the DEC:,
v
I)L equJires
niation flas 1o01rced tIle closing of welts ill
'said.
well lhall lllptimps more thain 45 gallons per
Elmira. Corning, .Jolinstown and Olval
1)1]g Island, chemical coltaminants
0II
m11iliilte, almIut [hree lilmies tIli average
and the cotnties of Wtchselrl's'', Hock- h1om1e' well. Bills to rtquire!the same perare spreading though tindergiouind water
land. BHome,
Saratoga,
Otsego
and
reserves that supply 31million iNol.
lits upstate have died ill legislative
1Livingslon.
IA)nlg Iland 's sandy soil. (dimnse Ml)|)lacollittllees.

engineering geologists from one to five, but
has been forced to stop routine inspections of small discharge sources. Inspectors will continue to monitor only the
largest 20 percent of dischargers, which
account for most of the state s water pollution, Associate Director Salvatore Pagano
said.
Gasoline and chemicals that leaked into
the soil decades ago are just now showing
up on laboratories gas chromatographs

tion and total dependence on wells makes
it more vulnerable than almost anywhere
else in the country. Dozens of wells have
been closed in Queens, Garden City, Levittown, Hicksville, Jericho, Glen Cove, South
Huntington, Brentwood and Brookhaven.
Sixtv new wells have been drilled in an
effort to arrest chemical migration by sucking contaminated water back to the surface and cleansing it.
Agricultural pesticides have contamiwhile elsenated eastern Suffolk County,
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USSR, 1978, Color

October 19 at: 7:00 & 9:00 PM

I

Union Auditorium
'Pay25¢t at the door

I

K4SIM SULTAN
WILUE WILCOX
October 23-9:00 P.M.
GVYM
Tlck tk on Salo NOW
d tt Union Box Offlce

COMPLAIN

on events of rock-a-btly...

(COMPLIMENT OR COMMENT)
Wit Cout

- -JOIN THE
-F.Q.C.C.

Marshall Crenshcaw
I

October 24th-2 shows
8 &10 P.M.
Tickkt on Sale NOW at
Union Box OCce

(FOOD QUALITY CONTROL COMMITTEE)

Committee members will go into the cafeterias,
sample the food, speak with DAKA managers,
tour kitchens and fill-out questionares and
I
comment on the meal plan. ;
For more information, call Belina Anderson
at POLITY 246-3673 or Rich Benley at F.S.A. 246-7008
(Everyone is eligible whether on or off the meal plan)

ROGER POWELL

TODD RUNDGREN

Union Aud.

PETER
XtGABRIEL

October 30th-9:00 P.M.

GYM

TICKETS ON SALE
NOW AT UNION BOX OFFICE
SAB Speakers present:

People are needed to serve on the
various budget subcommittees. x
These subcommittees are: Media,
Athletics, Special Interest, Programs
and Public Services. If you're
interested come up to POLITY, Union
room 258 and fill out an application.

A PORNOGRAPHY
A

DEBATE
iarry Reems star of -Deep IThroat- VS. Dolores Alexander "Women

t Pornography" Lecture Hall 100, Oct. 21 st at 8:00 PM Tickets on
w at Union Pox Office For more information call 246-7085.
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You can get your OFFICIAL ENACT T-,Shirt
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ie elevator by the Reference Room
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WANT TO GET INVOLVED
*MC t h en come to the...
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1 st General Meeting
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Students Toward an
Accessible Campus
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77mirs. Oct. 20 RM 237 Union

iJames'

games & grub'
NOW OPEN !!!

Located in the basement of James College, just feet away from the
pub. DONKEY KONG! CENTIPEDE! LADY BUG!, and more of your favorite video games. Come down, meet people, munch out and play
games!
YOGURT, BAGELS, COOKIES, CHIPS and other munchtes.
Come down, mneet people, pig out and play games.
Openi
, 7 dop a w ok kfor 6 PM-1 AM air
Miy
5 PM-2 AM.

Be TerOeALOHA!
-

t

m
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Le Cercle Francais
Stony Brook's French Club

THE NATIONAL OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SCHOOL

The Sony BrookOutng Club
rally does exdst!

Will meet this Friday from 3:30-4:30 in the
Library RM 4006
rout le monde est invite!

ALL ARE WELCOME!
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We meet Tuesday nights at 8:00 PM in SBU 237. This
week the guest speaker is Joe Shannon from the The National Outdoor Leadership School. Find out
about semester programs in Alaska, The Rockies, Utah
& East Africa. Learnabout other N.O.L.S. courses in the
Tetons, the Wind River Range, the Basa and others.

Come hear what we have planned for this year!

On Monday, October 25, The Science Fiction Forum will
be screening a SPECIAL SURPRISE MOVIE at 9:30 PM
in our Library Meeting Room in the basement of Hendrix
College, Roth Quad. Immediately followAng the movie, our
regular meeting wAll be held at approximately 10:00 PM.
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A special election will be held on Mon. Oct. 25 to
choose officers of the Binai Brith Hillel Foundation
at Stony Brook. Officers are: President and 4 Board
Members. Filing Deadline: Oct. 20, SpM, Hum. 165
PetiPion w/50 signatures and
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Guest Speaker
It

-Amir Baraka
Come and listen to one of the most
outspoken Black Leaders.
Be on time 8:00 PM SHARP.

Womyn's Center
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~Senate

meeting tonight
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Union RM 237, 7:30 PM
* '

,S.
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General Meeting
everyTuesday 7:00 PM
- Union Rm 072

_________________
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_____

Ads for Polity Clubs must be in two schm
- days before publication by 11:30 AM in
the Polity Office, RM 258, Student Uniom

ALL

MEMBERS

WELCOME

-- Editorial -The Long Road
The women's conference 'Women in Action: How to Survive the '80s,"' held here on Saturday is a positive step in the
continuing battle for minorities to be treated as equals. For far
too long women have been unable to attain equal status with
men in this society.
Unfortunately, the fight of minorities to attain equality
often takes a back seat to international concerns. In the '60s
the Civil Rights Movement was listened to by national leaders
often with half an ear. The leaders of the United States were
too busy then with international concerns, too concerned
with sending Americans off to be killed in a war in-a far off
land to be- overly concerned that the population of its own
country was unhappy.
Much of the same problem exists today. The leaders of the
United States are too busy hating other countries' leaders
and fighting among themselves to hear the cries of its own
people.
In order to create a movement that would make all people
aware of the problems that women must face, there must be
^nnlu
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knocked down like them. John Kennedy, Robert Kennedy,
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Martin Luther King, Jr., they were leaders, they were
knocked down like trees..
A women's movement for equal rights will be an uphill
climb, just as the Civil Rights Movement continues to be, and
the right to vote for both women and blacks has been. History
has proven that such a struggle can not be won by a single
battle, but rather a series of battles over a long period of time.
The conference held this weekend at Stony Brook is just
one of those battles on the road to victory.

To the Editor:
As a former music reviewer
for Statesman I was encouraged to see serious music criticism appearing once again in
your pages. I was less happy to
see this criticism in a letter on
the editorial page instead of
where it belongs. in the Alternatives section. While I think
that Tobias Haas was off the
mark in attributing the problems in a recent concerto performance to the soloists's
incompetence, heuwas quite
right in drawing attention to
the uncritical nature of the
review previously published in
Stateman. By an uncritical
review I don't necessarily mean
one that is full only of pralise: I
mean a review that is undiscriminating and produced by
someone whose preparation for
writing it seems to have been
limited to reading the notes
included in the co(nce rt
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Editor-in-Chief
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And. in what seems to be a tradition for Statesman reviewers.
the notice is filled with meaningless misusages of musical
termsx such as a reference to
Bach's "harmony in strict couinterpoint." More seriously. the
reviewer's judgements on the
quality of the performance
seem to have bven formed more
from audience reaction and
promotional literature than
from the actual playing, which
vwas
leaden and unimaginative.
While a critic's sub jective

judgemerns are a matter of
taste, trey must be founded
upon a certain amount of objective knowledge about the music
played and the manner in
which it is performed. and they
ought to be expressed in clear.
precise language. It is good to
see concerts being taken
seriously by Statesman; now it
is up to your reviewers to do
their homework before publishing their impressions of
concerts.

David Schulenberg
Music Department

program.
I u
was am used to see a similar
approach to music criticism
taken in a review which
appeared in the same issue as
Haas's letter. Apart from garbling some information
crii)ik-fi from the program
no)tesxz which I wrote f()r the |performance under review (by the
chamber orchestra I Musici).
your critic failed to) notice that
the first piece played was not
the one listed on the proigram
and described in his r view.

AIan Golnick
Raymond Fazzi
Nancy Knin, Mark Neton
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Grad Students Might Have

COMPLETE OBSTETRICAL
& 6YNEI~6CAL CARE
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Been Forced Out of School
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Princeton, New Jersey (CPS)-Nearly half
of all graduate students in America would have
lost money if President Reagan had gotten his
1983 budget proposal through Congress, a new
Educational Testing Service (ETS) study
concluded.
Reagan proposed last February to cut the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program from $2.8
to $2.5 billion, in part by disqualifying all graduate students from the program.
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Congress defeated that proposal and later
boosted GSL funding to $3 billion.
The ETS study, undertaken to weigh the
impact of cutting off grad students from GSLs,
found that grad students rely on GSLs more than
any other kind of aid.
About 600,000 graduate and professional
students-out of a total 1.2 million-borrowed

SB Alum mni College Day Set

-

Stony Brook's second annual
annual Alumni College Day is
scheduled for Saturday, offerIng area alumni of Stony Brook
an opportunity to renew their
classroom experiences at Stony
Brook, with no exams or papers
requ ired.
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rjieven owny srooK Faculty
members will lead seminars
during the day-long program,
on topics ranging from medical
ethics to discovering lost cities,
the history of German Jews to
New York State politics of
1982. The seninars are scheduled from 9:30 AM through 4
PM. Registration fees are $10
for members of the Stony Book
Alumni Association and $15 for
other alumni and guests.
Tickets for the Alumni College
Day luncheon are an additional
$5.
Dr. Elof Carlson, Distinguished Teaching Professor of
Biology of Stony Brook, will be
guest speker at the 1:15 PM
lucheon in The End of the
Bridge restaurant. Carlson will
*
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money under the GSL program last year, the
report found.
Those 600,000 took average loans of $3,800.
Cutting them off from those funds would have
a profound impact, said Dwight Horch, ETS
director of college and university programs and
co-author of the just-released study.
The president's proposal, he said, was
"untried and untested," and could have forced
large numbers of grad students out of school.
Otherwise, "the study clearly shows that there
is a need for different types of financial aid at the
graduate level, such as more fellowships and
opportunity grants," he said. Many grad students 'have no recourse except
to borrow to finance their educations."
To make GSLs easier to repay, Horch suggested the government "tie the level of repayment to the student's future income."
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Muller, founder of radiation
genetics and contributor to theories about the genetic basis of
evolution. Carlson, who studied
under Muller at Indiana Uni-

versity, s the author of Genes,
Radiation and Society: The
Life and Work ofH.J. Muller
which was nominated for a
Pulitzer prize last year.

A lumni Show A rt
The first Stony Brook
Alumni Invitational Art Exhibition will open at the Art
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center
on Saturday. The Exhibition
will run through November 17,
open 1-5 PM weekdays and
evenings before Main Stage
performances at the Fine Arts
Center.
Forty-four graduates of the
Stony Brook Art Department,
from classes of the early 1970's
to the most recent Spring 1982
alumni, have been invited to
submit artworks of all media
including photography, graphics, sculpture, painting.

drawing and ceramics. Submitted artworks are to be
reviewed and selected for exhibition by a committee of Art
Department faculty members.
Some of the other institutions
and galleries that have displayed works by the Stony
Brook graduates invited to participate in the Alumni Show
include: the Rochester Institute
of Technology, the Art Institute
of Chicago, University of Wisconsin, University of Michigan,
Pratt Institute, the Photographers Gallery, London and
the Museum Duren, West
-Germany.

Grad Student Shot
By John Busemi
then took the knife from White
A Stony Brook graduate stu- and drove him to the hospital.
dent was in grave condition last
White's father, Elmer, 62
night at Mercy Hospital in and brother, Dexter were at the
Rockville Centre, after being scene when the shooting
shot in the head by a Lakeview occured. On Oct. 7 police said,
policeman on Thursday.
White was arrested and
Hospital officials said the charged with assault and disorwounded man, Stephan White, derly conduct after punching
38, is not expected to live. He is and kicking a transit officer in
attached to artifical life sup- a New York City subway and
port systems and the bullet is trying to throw the officer onto
still in his head.
the tracks. He was set free on
White has a history of mental bail, police said.
problems, relatives said.
According to Lt. Shaun SpilLaura Schwartz, a professor
lane of Nassau Homicide
at SUNY Old Westbury who
Squad: on the night of the shoot- taught White history when he
ing, White, threatened
was an undergraduate there.
members of his family with a
said that as a result of the arrest
large kitchen knife. He left his White had been ordered by the
house at 905 Orlando Avenue
court to undergo a psychiatric
with the knife shortly after 10 testa A close friend of White,
PM and his family notified who asked not to be identified,
police. Fifth precinct officers said that at the time of the
responded and found White at a shooting White was very
box factory near his home. troubled because he was afraid
When White refused to drop the he might be committed to a
knife, Officer Richard Hof- mental institution.
knecht slowly moved his patrol
Schwartz and her husband.
car forward, trying to pin Michael, who is a professor at
White against the factory wall. Stony Brook and also taught
White picked up a small, White, both said White was
wooden loading platform and Mnever violent.' "He was one of
'smashed the car windshield .the most w
ful, brilliant,
Then White charged Offier
I ever
intellectual stu
James Mattimore, who was had," Mrm Shwartz sidL "He
standing next to the vehicle. was incredibly
e and
When White was &bout four gentle-" Mr. Schwartz said
feet from Mattimore the
White "lived for ideas and for
,
officer fired his service history...He was informed,
revolver three times, hitting interesting and analtical. I
White once in the head and once was thrilled when I beard he
in the right thigh. Mattimore was coming to StVn BrookL"
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Consequ ently, Delta Sigma Phi, which

head of State
Flock to Kawas State
Manhattan, KamasCPS)-Tucked away in a
rolling prairie, Kansas State University
(KSU) enjoys an admirably solid if unspectacular academic renown, according to the
Ladd-Kipset ranking of collegiate reputations. Athletically, it's terrific in basketball,
traditionally lousy in football. And it seems to
attract presidents like flies.
Though the records are hardly definitive,
unlikely KSU has been more successful in atI tracting U.S. presidents-and the attendant
publicity-to campus than any other college.
The most recent was the Sept. 7th visit of
Ronald Reagan, whose popularity at colleges
is depressed by his stance on military registration, his cuts of student aid, and his administration's disruptive delays in making
aid awards.
But Reagan's Kansas State visit drew some
11,000 enthusiastic, supportive listeners.
When in 1970 President Richard Nixon's
poll ratings plummeted after his invasion of
Cambodia, the killings at Kent State and a
nationwide student protest strike, he also
went to Kansas State, where he met a
cheering crowd of students.
Two years before, Senator Robert Kennedy
made his first presidential campagin speech
at KSU.
Republican contender Nelson Rockefeller
"was sitting in a New York City restaurant,
reading these glowing stories of Bobby
Kennedy's spectacular reception here, and
said, 'I could draw there too,"' KSU administrator Carl Rocket said. "So he scheduled a
lecture here for later that year, too."
Gerald Ford spoke at KSU, and Dwight
Eisenhower "visited his brother, who was
then president of the university, here many
times," added Rochet, who believes Theodore
Roosevelt was the first president to campaign
in Manhattan.
'I think any place that'll give you a
standing ovation in front of TV cameras
when your polls are dying is bound to be popular with politicians," explained an aide to
David Garth, a political campaign consultant. "And when you can't get to the geographic middle of the country very often, Kansas
State probably begins to make a lot of sense,"
he concludes.

Gay Students Are

Recognized by Courts
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expelled nnember John Norwak when he

bing a member of the MSU Lesbil1iance, didn't have to abide by the

universits Js

I1SPECIALISTS
SOUND

rules prohibiting discrimination

Lys, Mackey ruled in July. In excusaainsta ,Sigma Phi, Mackey became the first
MSU
Drel;ident to overrule the school's judiMUboard 1,which had earlier condemned the
fraternity and ordered Norwak reinstated.
Norwak i refuses to comment on Mackey's
decision a lthough he said he will consider "all
dec iiona s now available" to him.
Similar]ly, gays at Texas A&M say they'll
pursue reccognition in the courts. "It will probably be amother couple of years, and may
involve gcoing to the U.S. Supreme Court,"
said attor ney Larry Sauer, but he expects the
universityr eventually will be forced to recognize the g,ay student group.
"There are already recognized groups on
campus wwhich do the same things we want to
do"Sauerr contended. '"We are an information
disseminaition organization. This stuff about
social ver sus political [purposes] is something
thy js conjured up."
They t to Georgetown gay groups expect
their courrt decision sometime this fall.
A Georrgetown spokesman explained that
-we belienve that their purpose doesn't require
official reacognition, and also that it is the university's right as a Catholic institution to
refuse to sanction groups whose purpose the
Church oOpposes."
BogardI replies that, "The straw man in the
Bogar diat chartering a student group does
not meani endorsement. The school charters a
Jewish g]roup on campus, but does that mean
[administtrators] recognize the non-divinity of
Jesus Chi rist?"
Bogardi, for one, is convinced his clients will.
"have theeir victory in court."
Co]rmption
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EPlolitical Activists
Charblottesville, Virginia-Last s-pring a
group of University of Virginia student-, calling the mselves the Committee to Remove
Arroganit Politicos (CRAP), set out to abolish
their Stiudent Council because, they claimed,
no one ttook student politics seriously.
Now tthe same group has itself disbanded,
claimingg that no one took its cause seriously
enough.
"PeopIIle are pretty apathetic about student
governrynent here," explained student Chuck
d, one of the founders of CRA' i "The
whole t hing is kind of a joke."
Virgilnia students turned out in force in

1980 to dissolve the College council, another
Despite a string of spring victories, it was a
branch of the student government.
bad summer for gay student rights advocates,
The aanarchist impulse this year died out
and it promises to be an even more tense fall.
because )the Student Council responded. not
Most prominently, the president of Michibecause ?of apathy toward a committee trying
gan State University (MSU) overturned the
to comEbat apathy. Wehland said.
recommendations of two campus committees
and exempted a fraternity from university . "*One of the reasons we dissolved is because
the peo ple who originally caused us to conprohibitions against discriminating on the
demn tihe council are no", gone. I think we've
basis of sexual preference.
at least t succeeded in getting some serious
A federal court, moreover, recently said
people in there. and now we'll give them a
Texas A&M administrators had acted propchance. '..
erly in withholding university recognition of a
P organized last spring. Wehland
CRA 1
gay student group.
said, b<ecause the Student Council had beGeorgetown University gays are expecting
come to(o political and corrupt. Wehland then
a fall ruling in their suit to gain student group
claimedd that the council members .w-ere "out
status, while gay groups at Florida and Oklafor theEmselves" and "had done Snowherel
hoMna are struggling to retain group recogninear tthe job of representing students and
tion they barely won earlier in 1982.
their o| spinions."
Gay rights advocates, claiming they're con""The i Student Council has taken a signififident of ultimate victory, derive their conficant tuirn in the right direction." acknowldence from the successes of the civil rights
edged Hunter Carter., one of the new
movement "Gays are a minority fighting
membeers of the council. "The council had beagainst being supp-ed by the majority,"
come averly political. Some members were
auertedRon Bogard, a lawyer for the Georgejust to)o influenced by their own weight.
town Say gu^ps. 'Black people had that probOveral 11. it (the movement to abolish the
lem ome time ag. Unfortunately, we have to
council11 has been beneficial and put a little
reminvent the wheel all over agan each time a
pressu re on us to become more student- and
new minority wants its rights recognized.
serviceReoriented."
-Uneadministators don't see it that way.
Effoarts to abolish student government.
Texas A&M lawyer James Bond dismissed
howev<er. are not unique to the University of
the gay rights groups as "more of a social
Virginiia.
entity than anything else."
In juast the last four years. schools such as
Michigan State President Cecil Mackey
the Urniversity of Texas-Austin. Dartmouth.
ruled that a fraternity that kicked out a gay
Georgiia. Northern Colorado and Southern IImember lat spring ws within its rights
linois at Edwardsville. to name a few. have
because 0social fraternities and sororities
disbanided all or part of their student
have a special relationship to the University,
governnments&
but [are] not part of the Universit.'
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WANTED
I BUY USED PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT. 35 mm, 2'f4 cameras. flashes,
lenses, etc. working or non-working condition. Call 981-4024 evenings.

TO ALL MY FRIENDS who made my
birthday so special. Thank you all. Love
Abby
A

JAMIE. So you're finally 1egal preyl Congratulations, kid-here's wishing you a
gloriously happy eighteenth birthdayl-A
Dirty Old Man.

EXPERIENCED MOTHER will care for
your child in my home. Fenced yard.
FREE meals and personal attention. References. $10 a day. 981-0856Centereach area.

WE WANT YOUR BODY in Roth cafe, Oct.
29th, for the most DARING Halloween
blowout ever I Whitman and Gershwin
enjoy light
..
double decker party come
and dark beer til you KISS THE FLOOR.
rates.
Pick
at
reasonable
TYPING
ER
EXPERT
CENT
3RD ROW
2ND, OR
ST,
1
E d it i n g u p o n r e q u e s t
Live band, DJ, prizes for best costu.
top up and delivery.
TICKETSforPeter Gabriel. Offering
mes...the place to be for Hallow's Eve.
dollar. Call Jeff at 6-7500.
Nancy 246-4895.
Come party with the people who know
howl Keep watching for further
NEED AIRUNE RESERVATIONS for interHELP WANTED
details...Aloha.
view or vacation? For personal oncampus service call Charlie 6-3944.
PAULA-Welcome to the 20 Club. ReHOSTESS, Part-time evenings & weeSaturday
member softball, Burger King,
kends. Apply BIG BARRY'S Rte. 25A,
RESEARCH PAPERS Toll-Free Hotline
nights, storms, myrtle beach, and N.A.
Rocky Point.
800-621-5745. In Illinois call 312-922It's all a part of getting old. Have a great
0300. Author's research, Room 600, 407
B-Day. Love Schmoe and your buddy.
DISHWASHERS. Full &Part-time. Apply S. Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60605.
BIG BARRY'S Rte. 25A, Rocky Piont.
SALES. Earn $200-$400 while you
learn. P/T &F/T position Assistant Managers needed. Car necessary. Call Mr.
King after 3 PM 744-2366.
PART-TIME CLERICAL help wanted on a
long-term basis. Must have office-size typewriter. Send resume to 117 Glen
Hollow Drive, Port Jefferson Station
1 1776 or call 246-7067 (day) 473-3760
(evening).
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year
round. Europe, S. Amer., Austalia, Asia.
All Fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box 52-NY29
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.

STUDENTSI PROFESSORSI Professional
typing. Reasonable rates. SMC Electronic
Typewriter. Rate sheet. Pickup/Delivery
Service. Kathy, 751-4966.

21/2
year anniversaryl
BABES-Happy
Thanx for always being around when I
need you and especially when I don'tl
Much love, Laura.

TYPESETTING-Anything you need
printed-no job too big-no job too small.
Resumes, Posters, Menus, Flyers, etc.
Contact Jim at Statesman. Call 2463690, 91, 92, 93. Union Rm. 075.

MOPTOP and FOAMFACE. Show us
some real women and watch the limpness disappear. Foam will then appear.
Love Not Limp And Ready To Shoot.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Local studio photographers will shoot modeling portfolios,
portraits, product shots, location shots,
or insurance documentation. In house
custom color lab for processing and
printing. Free estimates-Call Island
Color 751-0444-references offered.
Rush jobs accepted.

I

FOR SALE
GIBSON Les Paul guitar $475, Fender
amp $225, Flanger $100, Seiko Keyboard/guitar tuner $125, Soundmaster
rhythm unit $50, stereo 10-band equalizer $120. Sinclair ZX81 computer $80.
All items in mint condition, price negotiable Ask for Ed at 234-2187 evenings.
FOR SALE: Sail Board, Scuba gear.
fishing gear, Metric tools, tool boxes, ski
boots and bindings, soldering iron, vom
meter, fuzz wah wah, microphone, camera and accessories, portable cassette
recorder, five gallon ss thermos, bike
rack, outdoor quartz lights, backgammon,
master mind, acrylic paints and HOBIE
18. Call Frank at 751-1785 days.

1975 TOYOTA CEUCA. Original owner;
excellent running condition. Needs some
body work. Asking $1,050. 928-4210.
FOR SALE: '67 VW. Runs, for pans, etc.
Call 246-3932 after 5:30.
SMALL REFRIGERATOR-SEars 1.7 CFT
Brand new, only used 1 week. $75, call
Jim 246-3690, 981-4024.
1972 BUICK 350. 2 barrel, new brakes,
shocks, tires. Just tuned-up, very dependable, asking $450. 246-4170 evenings.
DATSUN '77 BZ10. 2 dr, 4 spd, 4 now
radials & clutch. 38 mpg $2400 9284737.
1976 CHEVY SUBURBAN for sale. Four
wheel drive, heavy duty suspension, Ensine and drive train good, body OK.
Asking $1,000. Also L-60's mounted on
14" Cragar S.S. rims $60. Call 2466920. Ask for Phil.
'75 LANCA BETA SEDAN. grey metallic
w/red leather interior. 5 speed m nual,
front whel drive, fuel injection engine,
new radials, wa*l maintained, garaed,
very good running condition, 18-22 mpg,
bet offer over *2700. 589-2423. AMFM Bbaupunkt.

g

1969 KOWASAKI 600. Just retored in
prd e ional shop at cost of $200. Runs
like charm. If you mis thi t You'll reoet it
wpring.Bern offsr ovr $56W incomm
cud- hoimut Aft8 6 pnm 6990134.
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WHAT?? It's time for the intramural cross
country race already? Only 3 miles? I'll do
itl Bring entries to Gym III NOW1
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED to elect Lew
Lehrman Governor; call 732-0962.
CHERYL: Happy second decadel Here's to
no more arguments and a lot more
laughs. You are an excellent friend and
a-well, "pretty good" roommatel I'm not
exaggerating when I say you've done
more for me than anyone and I love you
very much. Have a "super cosmic"
birthdayl Love, Laura (Your token
gentilel).

TO PUFF, Remember Zeppelia and Zebra
will always be Number 1 Good Luck in
anthropology By the way the 2 Terrys
think you guys have a great suite.
LOOKING TO TRADE ROOM, Stage XII
D-205 for anything in Tabler immediately. Slip paper under my door and I'll
contact you.
CONGRATS AMMANN SWIMMERSEspecially A-1-You-re great guysl
We're proud of youl Love Mary and
Andres.
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HOUSING

''We Will Not Be Undersold''

ROOM AVAILABLE in a large coed student house to share just south of Mall.
All appliances, den w/fireplace, wall-towall carpet, etc. Call anytime: 981-5397.
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LOST AND FOUND

FOUND: Men's pulsar quartz watch on
10/14 near lecture center. Call and identify. 246-7384, Alan.
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FOUND: Woman's gold pendant with
stones. Call 6-4203 and describe it. (Best
chance after 5 pm.)
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The Five Dollar Saver

APARTMENT FOR RENT-South Setauket, large bedroom, kitchen, full bath,
living/dining area, all utilities included.
$400 per month call 444-1475 or 9284737.

LOST: Consort watch in Gym during volleyball intramurals on Tuesday 12th
-night. Gold colored casing and gold &
silver colored band. Please call Felipe or
MARSHALL AMP-50 watt tube head, 2
leave message at 246-4530. Reward.
12" speakers in cabinet. Head red, cabinet black. 1960's, mint. Asking $600
FOUND: Calculus book in Chemistry
for both Call anytime, ask for Josh: 981 Building on 10/14/82. If yours call 65397.
3427 for identification.
TECHNICS STEREO RECEIVER-Model
SA-205. Perfect condition; ten months
old. Asking $200. Call Howie 246-4124.

MITCH-TtTank you for everything.
You're so terrific to me. Don't ever stop
being my friend. Love you-Say P.S. How
about some "Ls'l

DEAREST ERICA-Every moment we
spend together leaves us even closertoday. tomorrow, and forever. I can only
say that I am sorry that we didn't meet
each other sooner last summer, but there
are pley more summers to come. Remember what they say, "Long distance is
the next best thing to being there." Good
luck and Knock-em dead at Amer. Univ.
Say hello to everyone for me, and check
Fridays issue of the "Eagle." With love
always, Jay.

MEINEKE DISCOUNT MUFFLERS

WORK-STUDY
GRADUATE STUDENT
needed for Stony Brook Institutional SelfStudy. Call Gerri, 6-3436.
HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. Shoreham
area, Monday through Friday. Must drive
and have car. Care for home and two
children. Mature, responsible individual
desired. Approx. 35 hrs./wk. but may divide into two part-time jobs. 282-3665
during day; 744-4611 after 7 p.m.

WHITMAN PUB IS OPEN 7 days a week.
Come on down to great music, great
people. And total enjoyment.

KIM You hoe the most rotten cheese
we've ever sniffed. Love Your Favorite
w
Hall.
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FOUND: Calculator found in Commuter
College on 10/8. Can be claimed in Commuter College. Ask for Joseph Hock or
call 246-3427.

FOUND: Physics notebook and calculator. Call Jeff 246-3837.

PERSONAL
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAGDAI Of course
we weren't going to lot your birthday
pass without a celebration. Here's to a
fun-filled year and a wish taht you will
find much happiness here. From your
outrageous housernates: Shereen. Mathew, Ramanan, and Mike.
CHARME, HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a grea
drinking buddy. Here's to *11 the gock
times over the post yVor and I'm lookinj
forward to many more. I'll drink tc
ihatill-Mike

Matzo Boll

KIreploch

m

SIDEDISHES

RENEE How coincidental, Larry's love
does seem; but he and his can never
*here our silitary dream. Renee there is
no mirror, of a relationship so rare; only
we alone can hold and fe_ all the mwgic
that is there; for our's is truely rareLove ya, Keith.

--

DEAR WARREN my Slewpy. Tharw for
the best six months ever. You make my
§le complteyou make me so hap.
I
need you, I want you, I lwe youl Forever
Happy Anniversary, two day late Love,
Lisa your boopy.
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Kosha Knish
Potato Salod
Cole Slaw

Noodle Pudding
Kashoa Vorishkes
Potato Pancake
Potato Knish
coupon
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BFREE Appetizer:
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DEAR HOLLY. On this day you'11 turn 21.
Make it wid. have lots of fun. Smoke
some doobies. have some beer, 21 wil
be * wild vear. With *U my love, Shron.
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With Lunch or Dinner Purchase
and this coupon.
|l
Expires 10/24/82
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Forum:Prof. David Spritzen, chairperson of the Lon Island ProgretAX
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Runners Trek To Bronx

- rewers Cap a Game Lead
Milwaukee - Robin Yount capped a record second fourhit game with a home run, leading the Milwaukee Brewers
to a 6-4 triumph over the St. Louis Cardinals yesterday and a
one-game edge in the 79th World Series.
Responding to the cheers of "WVP, MVP" from the crowd
of 56,562, Yount had a double and two singles along with his
solo homer in the seventh inning. He scored twice and figured in two of Milwaukee's other runs. Yount, who also had
four hits in Game 1, is the first player in Series history to
have two four-hit games. He now has 11 hits and six RBI in
21 at-bats in the Series. The Brewers lead the best-of-seven
championship three games to two.
-I
For winning pitcher Mike Caldwell, the game was in stark
contrast to his three-hit, 10-0 masterpiece in Game 1. This
time, the Cardinals battled Caldwell in each inning, banging
out 14 hits and finally chasing him with one out in the top of
the ninth.

Featherweight Retains Title
Charlotte, N.C.-Eusebio Pedroza has retained his
World Boxing Association featherweight title in his second
straight controversial bout, a 15-round draw with No. 3ranked Bernard Taylor. A vast majority of the 4,000 fans on
hand Saturday in Taylor's hometown greeted the announcement of the judges' scoring with a chorus of boos and hurled
an assortment of litter at the ring.
South African referee Stanley Christodoulou scored the
fight 147-143 in favor of Pedroza; judge Knud Jensen of
Denmark had it 146-144 in Taylor's favor and judge Oscar
Oppen of Argentina scored it even, 146-146.

I

By Donna Lyons
Charles Ropes, who has been Megan Brown and Donna
and Mike Winter
running consistantly well, fin- Lyons in 20 minutes:21 seconds.
Both the men's and women's ished seventh overall with a Following closely behind were
cross country teams ran in Van time of 28:26. Following Ropes team captain Sue Corrado in
Cortlandt Park in the Bronx on was team captain Mike Winter third (21:09), Susan Nelson in
Saturday, each turning in with a time of 28:52 and Jerry sixth (22:58) and Patty Verzulli
strong performances despite O'Hara with 29:57. This gave in seventh (23:25). CCNY's
the cold weather.
Stony Brook seventh, eighth number one runner, Patricia
and ninth place finishes. Blake Butcher finished eighth in
The men's team competed Canby, another of Stony 23:33.
against City College of New Brook's top runners, was forced
York and Montclair State in a out of the five mile race due to a
Coach Paul Dudzick said,
double duet meet. Because of a twisted ankle he sustained half- "The team ran with little pressurprisingly strong team of way through.
sure today and has made a comMontclair runners, Stony
The women's team finished mitment to run 30 seconds
Brook took a defeat, losing 15- with a convincing 15-50 win faster per individual next
45. However Stony Brook easily over CCNY.
week. The team has the characdefeated City College, 26-31,
In finishing all seven of the ter and ability to do this."
despite the fact that CCNY's Patriot team's runners before
Stony Brools next race is the
top runner finished ahead of all CCNY's first runner, Stony Public Athletic Conference
the Patriots. What CCNY Brook took its first shut-out Championships in Van Courlacked was overall depth in since 1980. Finishing in an tlandt Park at noon on
their squad.
intentional first place tie were Saturday.

Talks Not Busted, Just Bruised
Cockeysville, Md. - The National Football League players union is expected to propose a modified salary distribution plan in the negotiations aimed at ending the 27-day
-strike,The Associated Press learned yesterday.
"It is an attempt to show management some movement,
some flexibility.' a source close to the negotiations said. "The
union is going to incorporate a restructured salary distribution plan in its proposed salary schedule," the source added.
Details of the proposed modified plan have not been finalized
by union negotiators.
There was no indication, however, that the union was
abandoning its demand for a wage scale based primarily on
years of service in the league.

I

Statesman/Gary Higgns

This penalty shot was saved, but the Patriots went on to defeat Kings Point, 1-0.

Last Minute Shot Saves Pats
*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I,

I

A
Brook's midfielder.
By Craig Schneider
The soccer team's record was advanced to 3-&1
Last year the Stony Brook Soccer Team was
forced to forfeit against Kings Point when their at Kings Point when Steve O'Niel took a shot
goalie was thrown out of the game. A harsh call with less than four minutes remaining. The shot
by the referee, followed by some rude words by a was blocked, but bobbled. Both the Kings Point
scorekeeper, drove the goal keeper over to the goalie and Stony Brook's new power forward
sidelines...and off of the field. The memory of Mike Bollero scrambled for possesion of the
this, though distilled by time and practially a rebound. Bollero won, as did the Patriots. Credit
new Stony Brook team, promised at least one must also go to Stony Brook goalie Matt McDate.
thing this year: an interesting match. Stony who made some incredible saves and "kept urin
Brook's 1-0 victory, with the goal coming late in the game," Matos said.
j|
the game, fulfilled this expectation. "It was a fan
The Soccer team's next game is tomorro gat
pleasing game. Lots of strongdefense, and a good
fast game to watch," said Frank Matos, Stony home, against Southhampton at 3:30 PM. h
t
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Up and Coming Events
Today
Women's Tennis vs. Barnard College at Barnard, 3:30 PM
Tomorrow
Men's Soccer vs. Southampton College at home 3:30 PM
Women's Volleyball vs. New Rochelle and lona at lona, 7:30 PM
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Patrio ts A tack Tramples Kingsman, 30- 1 0
By Mike Borg
It was cold and windy under the lights
at Brooklyn College (BC). The Patriots
were, for the first time this season, on
the enemy's home turf-astroturf that
is. Stony Brook was up for the occasion
and determined to give the Kingsmen
all, if not more than, they could handle.
The Pats lost the coin toss and elected
to kick with the wind. The brick wall
defense took over. During the fierst quarter, Brooklyn mounted a fierce running
attack at the center of the defensive line,
which resulted in a fumble recovered by
the Patriots on Brooklyn's 47 yard line.
Despite a 21 yard carry by Chris
Brown the Patriots were forced to
attempt a field goal. With 2:15 left in the
first quarter, Make Quirk connected
with a 36 yarder making the score 3-0,
Patriots.
The second quarter ws dominated by
the defense which pulled off three big
plays leading to a Stony Brook touchdown. The first was when the entire
offensive line, led by Mike Infranco,
swarmed on the BC quarterback for an
8 yard sack, on the very next play, Dino
Delany leaped up and got a hand on the
ball forcing a BC imcompletion. Later
in the second quarter, Ed Plitt recovered a Brooklyn fumble.
After a 12 yard reception by Mark
Statesman/Gary Higgins
Van Keuren, a Jorge Taylor touchdown The Red Machine rambled right over the Kingsman of Brooklyn College Saturday, 30-10. They remain undefeated.
was nullified by a holding penalty. It
was fourth and seven when the field goal have heavy . . . chains."
remaining the Kingsmen scored and before, I didn't know if it would slow me
unit came out onto the field to attempt a
The Pats received the opening kick of completed the conversion making the down or not ... I guess it just worked
25 yarder into the wind. The Patriots the second half and were forced to punt. score 17-8, Patriots. The SB defense had out for the better."
faked the kick and with a key block from The defense gave the ball right back not allowed an opponent to score for over
The score with 9:53 remaining i the
kicker Quirk, QB Ray McKenna when a nine yard sack by Delany gave 10 quarters until that point.
contest was then 30-8. (Turn out the
scrambled 25 yards for the touchdown. BC a fourth and 10 forcing a punt. The
The SB offense struck back with lights, the party's over.)
The point after was good, making the offense settled down after the opening frightning intensity 30 secondstinto the
The rest of the fourth quarter was all
score 10-0 Patriots, at halftime.
set of downs and began a good, well exe- fourth quarter with a Taylor five yard defense. Tom Lucas sacked the QB for
On the way into the locker room Coach cuted drive. Brown broke through on a touchdown run. the conversion attempt 10 yards, followed by aJim Bruckner 40
Fred Kemp said the team played pretty 15 yard run to about the 20 yard line. failed making the score 23-8.
yard interception and yet another QB
well in the first half but, "I hope its not McKenna handed off to Taylor several
The defense got back on track with sack, this one by Rich Valdez.
this damn close in the second half."
times for short yardage inside the 20. Jerry Colpas picking off a BC pass and
BC kicked a field goal with 20 seconds
In the second half the offensive line, Finally, Taylor made it into the end- running it back 55 yards setting up yet remaining making the final score 30-11.
led by Scott Firestone, backup center, zone for a touchdown. Quirks point after another Taylor touchdown.
After the game Kemp said, "It was a
opened up some gaping holes for the was good, making the score 17-0 with
Taylor, who rushed for over 100 yards rewarding victory . . . The defense was
Patriot runners. Firestone said of his 6:23 remaining in the third quarter.
again, scored three of the four SB touch- super and the offense did its job." "The
backup assignment, "We are only as
The following kickoff was taken back downs, said following his third TD of the offense did a super job gainst a tough
strong as our weakest link, this year we for big yardage by BC. Then with 5:08 game "*I never played on astroturf defense,"Delany added.

Killer Spikes Offset Poor Serves
By Jennie Chuang
The Stony Brook Women's Volleyball Team traveled
to Pennsylvania Friday afternoon to participate in the
East Stroudsburg Invitational. Strong teams, such as
East Stroudsburg College (Regional Champs),
Rutgers University of Newark, Kutztown State,
Ithaca College, Salisburg State College, and Westchester College made up the competition. Stony Brook
came in seventh after playing five matches.
The first game was played on Friday night against
Rutgers. The Patriots were in good spirits even after
the tiring drive down. They lost the first game 10-15,
but came back to win the second, 15-6. In the third they
lost, 8-15. Ursala Ferro had 19 successful kill shots as
the result of Ellen Lambert's and Tatiana Georgieff's
assists.
The second match was similar to the first; Stony
I
4s'
Brook lost the first to Kutztown, then came back
strong in the second only to lose the third with a score
result of 8-15. 15-5 and 12-16. The only difference
between this match and the previous one was that
Ferro and Kerry Kehoe started a quick, strong defenmi
sive block that resulted in more sucemsful blocks. The
last game was especially exciting to watch as the ball
was pounded from side to side while teammates developed laryngitis showing their support
The third game against the host of the Invitational,
Linde
der
Van
Statesman/'Cory
=A The Voftybol t-m finished svwnth at the East Stroud$- East Stroudsburg, was very dragging. The Patriots
didn't play as a whole team which rsulted in a km of
btg
Fnvkationdl Tournament.
10-15 and 5-15, which could be attributedto either the

VW

lack of sleep due to the tournament's scheduling or just
simply a stronger opponent
The fourth match against Lafayette College was the
most intense, even though the Pats lost the match, 8-15
and 7-15. The six people on the court were so aware and
awake that it was a pleasure to see them work.
The last match played in the Invitational was
against Salisburg. Stony Brook won with scores of
15-9. 13-15 and 15-7 to place seventh in the
tournament.
Stony Brook's overall serving for the tournament
was 92 percent, the lowest serving percentage of this
volleyball season so far. Other
however,
Ipets
made
up for this: Lambert had 64 assists and 30 kill shots,
Georgieff had 49 assists and a serving percentageof 98
percent, Ferro made 60 kill shots, while Kehoe made
48. Ruth Levine, Denise Driscoll and Stacy Rabinowitz
made up the strong deenoe with their Asant hestle.
Co-captain Lauren Beda was an active supporter but
did not play
of a knee injury sustained earlier
*in the seion. Other active supters were Carol
Thompson and Kay Wilhelmb, both fAm lat ye
volleyball team, and Anli Rungs the team's
a
keeper.
Coach Teri Tiso said, Orm realby
b w the
'overall result of this tournan We had a strng
front attack and also a strong back defemsel
The next match will be away agaistIrand
New
Rochelle The nx touameit will be thaFrdy at
the M
ed Invit
a.

